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" The All -Metal Way 1936 " should be in the
possession of everyone who takes an intelligent
interest in radio. It covers fully the appli-
cation of Metal Rectifiers- for A.C. and
Universal Mains Radio ; Trickle Charging of
Accumulators for both H.T. and L.T. Supply.
Energising Moving Coil Speakers from A.C.
Mains ; the use of Westectors for Distortion -
less Detection and A.V.C. and numerous other
uses of wide interest. Fill in the Coupon and
secure your copy without delay.

WESTINGHOUSID
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WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.
Please send me " The All -Metal Way 1936," for which I

enclose 3d. in stamps.
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AB OUT CROONING
AIR RADIO
WAR BROADCASTS
NORTH WALES RELAY

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
The Season.

IT one swallow does not make summer,
1 neither does one radio exhibition end

it. But when you get a spate of
exhibitions, when the eve is cool, when
fellows shout " Football reports !" in your
ear, and when the missus keeps on about
your warmer woollies-well, you've got to
face the facts.

And what a rosy set of radio facts there
are to face at this time of year. Lashings
of new stations, better sets to hear them
with and what-nots galore ahead. After
all these years you should be blasé about
the wireless season, but how can you ?
Crumpets for tea, the first fires, the new
set and the 'wide, wide world waiting on
your aerial. Oh, boy, gimme radio and you
can keep your other hobbies !

Plain Words.

THE
good old virtue of plain words is

still with us, as the following shows.
Extract from evening newspaper :

" As for the B.B.C., their much -vaunted
reputation for taste apparently takes
second place to the desire to cater for that
large percentage of idiots who love to hear
men moaning the most degenerate piffle
that evdr afflicted a civilised community."

Conclusion drawn from above :
Somebody is not enraptured of crooning.

Berlin's Big Lead.
BERLIN has just opened another public

television centre-the tenth ! It is
situated at the Berlin-Eichtenberg

post office, and people interested in tele-
vision who look in can look on from 8.30
to 10 p.m. on weekdays, and from 10 till
noon on Sunday mornings.

In addition there are a couple of what
may be called matinees, on Monday and
Friday afternoons, at 3 o'clock, at which
all are welcome. Admission is free.

Scientific Sentinel.
4 THE development of amplifiers, photo-

electric cells, and similar devices used
in radio is always opening up new

.10 possibilities of application. The Ministry of
Transport's latest idea is to ensure the

Itfety of pedestrians by making an invisible
y operate a controlled crossing on the
ingston By-pass arterial road, in Surrey.
Hitherto, the pedestrian wishing to cross

had to operate a switch, and many people
were too diffident to do the necessary.
Now thb invisible ray controls the switch,
and when a pedestrian crosses the line of
the ray be unconsciously breaks an impal-

pable circuit, and his mere approach changes
the lights in his favour.

The Narrow Path.
THE U.S. Bureau of Air Commerce has

installed a new transmitting system
at Pittsburg, Pa., to aid pilots on the

American air lines. When the 'plane is
flying correctly in the radio guide -beam
there is a continuous dashboard indication,
which changes accordingly if deviations to
left or right are made. (Similar indications
can be received by the earphones, or the
'phones may be employed for verbal
instructions from the air -port.) If those
U.S. aviators go wrong, it must be due to
sheer cussedness, for everything has been
done to keep them straight.

LARRY ADLER, the month -organ virtuoso,
accompanying one of his own records on a

Cossor table radiogram.

War Commentators.
WAR correspondents, once the envy of

belligerently minded small boys, are
now out of date. Their places have

been taken by the war commentators, who
will in future wars broadcast descriptions
of hostilities from the actual front line.

One of the American broadcasting
authorities has already sent, on spec.,
observers and commentators to Abyssinia
to accompany the Ethiopian armies.
The idea is that short-wave communication
would be established from the battlefield
to a short-wave transmitter at the base,
which would link up with Addis Ababa, and
thence, via ordinary channels, with the
Rugby transatlantic service, to America's
listeners.

TALKING LIGHTS
CHINESE STYLE
A NOVEL DANCE
" PHONY " NOISES

Heard Him ?
HAVE you heard the new Paris P.T.T.

station on 4311 metres ? Early
reports of the tests indicate that,

although the power is only up to 80 kilo-
watts at present, instead of the full 120 kw.
which is scheduled, the new station has

. definitely got. IT where loudspeakers are
concerned, and when the full power is
developed the moving coils will dance with
delight.

The new transmitter is situated some
fifteen miles from the centre of Paris, at
Villebon.

The Tie that Binds.

PAUSE
with me for a moment to say

" Bung Ho " to A. J. H. of Gt..
Yarmouth, late of the King's Navee.

He is one of " P.W.'s " original glib -
scribers, having been interested in radio for
a matter of twenty years, and an inveterate
radio reader. He frankly confesses that
at one stage of his varied career he
suddenly got fed up with something said
in this journal, and severed all diplomatic
communications with us. Yes, sir. No

 hanky panky about A. J. H. !
After a time, however, wiser counsels

prevailed. He temporised. He took another
scrutiny at the writings of Dr. J. H. T. R.
W. L. S. and Co., and found them too good
to miss. So, after weighing up one thing
and another, he came back to the fold..
Not being the chap to do things half-
heartedly, he now writes to confess that he
is one of us again, and jolly glad of it.
Very handsomely. said ! " Put it there,
sailor. All's well."

The North Wales Station.
THE B.B.C. recently announced that

the site for the proposed North Wales
transmitting station has now been

acquired near Beaumaris.
Officially styled the North Wales Relay

Station, the newcomer is to radiate on a
wavelength of 373.1 metres, the same as
that used by the West Regional. The
intention is that the two programmes shall
always be synchronised, and the Welsh
listener will, therefore, tune -in either
station, according to which preponderates
at his aerial.

A few unlucky mid -Wales listeners will
find themselves situated between zones
on the aerial frontier where neither station
is master, but both contend for the title.
My advance sympathies go out to these

(Continued on next page.)
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THE 'PHONE WITH AN INTERMITTENT HETERODYNE

martyrs ; they are condemned to a per-
manent radio diet of bubble and squeak in
prder that other Welsh listeners should
are well.

Talkative Traflie-lights.
THE police of Hartford, Conn., have

recently installed wireless on the
city's chief traffic lights. Connected

to a headquarters information bureau,
each rad io-equipped
traffic light helps
to stop car -stealing,
smash - and - grab-
bing and such like
nefariousness.

The loudspeakers
on the lights can
be adjusted to talk
quietly to the neigh-
bouring policeman
or to yell voci-

ferously at the general public.
Missing car numbers can thus be an-

nounced before the vehicle is clear of the
neighbourhood, and Gum -Shoe Dick and
his gang are feeling mighty blue about
it all. -

01.1-,04606910
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The Chelmsford "Pimples."
MY recent note on the demolition of

the old Chelmsford station's masts
has brought me an interesting letter

from an employee at the wireless works
there. He tells me that the two 450 -footers
-which he disrespectfully refers to as the
" old pimples "-were erected in 1912,
and they supported the aerial from which
Dame Nellie Melba made her famous
first broadcast, two years before the B.B.C.
started officially in this country.

Cricketers will be interested to learn
that the masts stand on a site that was
once the Chelmsford cricket ground, and
the county team practised there a lot.

Bon Mot.
LL the clever advertising that has

.L-1 been stirred up by the Radio Show
has inspired a Tottenham reader to

ask me if I heard of the famous faux pas
displayed in a
Copenhagen wire-
less dealer's win-
dow. The owner of
the store had evi-
dently been reading
of the evils of self -
capacity, with the
result that he
labelled a condenser
" -0005 mfd. Abso-
lutely no capacity."

This was no worse than the Chinese dealer
down Wapping way who got an early
2 -volt power valve from some dubious
source and evidently did not know quite
what to do with it. After some hard
thinking at the back of the shop, it ap-
peared in the window with a huge notice :
'WIRE VALVE. -2 VOLT. -4 FEET.-

WHAT OFF. ? " Days passed, and nobody
made an " off." ; so the notice was removed,
and then reappeared with the -fetch-'em
footnote, "POWER. HIGH HORSES 1"

el" --- T,4 !J/
,P:,Qi4 4, vc/40.t'''1::70f:i4,.,
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The New Crusader.
THE West Regional Programme Director,

Mr. R. A. Rendall, who was formerly
Assistant Talks Director at Broad-

casting House, has been loaned for six
months to the Palestine Broadcasting
Commission.

He will act as adviser on broadcast
programme organisation to the government
of Palestine, where an official broadcasting
service is shortly to be inaugurated.

Mr. Rendall, a nephew of Mr. Montague
Rendall, former Governor of the B.B.C.,
is recognised as a master of his job, and so
he shares the fate of many an Old Master.
He is being lent out, to be looked up to !

BROADCASTING TOPICALITIES
In presenting " The Old Husking Bee " in the National

programme on October 2nd, Bill Campbell will introduce
an -innovation in broadcast entertainment. In this pro-
gramme the Rocky Mountaineers, who have twice
previously broadcast a backwoods entertainment from
the Canadian Lumberjacks' Bunk House, will come down
from the slopes of the mountains and take part with the
homesteaders from the foothills in a barn dance in real
Hill Billy style.

In this will be created the real atmosphere of such a
Canadian gathering, where reels and other square dances
are entered into with great zest, and the " caller " will be
heard above the joyous noise describing the figures of
the dances in progress. .

*

In the autumn of last year listeners heard Andre
Messager's musical play " Monsieur Beaucaire," and this
autumn the same composer's even more famous light
operetta " Veronique " will be heard in the National
programme on October 3rd; and -will be repeated for
Regional listeners the following evening.

On September 25th, Northern listeners will hear a new
type of radio play. It is called " The Round Trip." and
tells the story in sound of the voyage of the steamship

Montezuma " from the Manchester Docks to Alexandria
and back, giving an intimate picture of life on a tramp
steamer.

Incidents of the broadcast will include the signing -on
of a crew, a rescue in heavy weather of the crew of another
vessel, and an adventure in the fog off Ushant. It is to
be produced by Jan Bussell, and will include an interesting
variety of sound effects.

Your Danes ?
BY co-operation with the General Electric

Company, who broadcast from the
U.S.A. a special dance programme

dedicated to the Anglo-American Radio and
Television Society, members of the latter
organisation recently danced, in Uxbridge,
to the strains of an American band playing
in New York.

This dance was so successful that a
similar event is to be arranged in the
near future. But whereas on the first
occasion theamusic was limited to a New
York band, the promoters now hope to rope
in Chicago, Havana -Cuba, Rio de Janeiro
and similar joyous centres of jazz and rumba

-for the next event.

In Brief.
IT is estimated that there are now .231

million wirelesi sets in operation in
Europe.

* * *

The Radio Society of Great Britain
recently held its tenth annual convention, '
and among the . speakers was Mr. L.
McMichael, the No. 1 member of the
society.

The establishment of a radio station
in Newfoundland, near Grand Falls, is
stated to be the object of a visit now
being undertaken by Mr. Kirke, the B.B.C.
engineer.

The Radio Touch.
ONE of the most curious results of the

development of radio has been the
 unexpected application of wireless

terms to other walks of life. There was, for
example, the small
boy who during a
geography test was
asked by a school
inspector, " Where
is Vienna ? " and
replied, " On five
hundred metres."

Another surpris-
ing instance was
that of the seaman
working beside a
big fog -horn which suddenly blared near
his ear. He called to another choice spirit
below, " Blimey, Bill ! The bass response
was awlright, wasn't it ? "

And, finally, there was the new office -
boy who was told to get a certain telephone
number, but received instead the en-
gaged " signal. " Zat my call ? " snapped
the boss. No, sir," piped the new broom.
" The 'phone seems to have developed an
intermittent heterodyne 1 "

Two Extremes.-
QUEENSLAND is claiming the proud

distinction of having, in one city, both
eldest and the youngest licenced amateur
wireless operators in the British Empire.
This remarkable state of affairs has occurred
in Brisbane, the capital city, where station
VK4PH has a 78 -years -old owner, while
station VK4GK is operated by a young
lady aged 12.

Mr. Philip Hardgrave, the veteran
operator, was 76 years okl When he
qualified, and he achieved the remarkable
award of -94 per cent marks for Morse, and
75 per cent in the technical test.

Miss Madeline McKenzie, with youth on
her side, did even better in the Morse
tests, being awarded 98 per cent for
sending and 96 per cent for receiving.

Underground Surprise.

Dm you bear about the young Oklahama
experimenter who has been experi-
menting with aerials ? First it was a

buried aerial, and the wire for that was
left underground.
Then it was a mains
aerial, and that
must have got
mixed with the
former experimen-
tal wiring, for sud-
denly there was an
agonising series of
yells from the gar-
den, and an excited
junior came tearing
up the path shrieking Hi ! Pa's spade
has just struck an electric gusher.! "

ARIEL.
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nN September 20th the *
V twelfth Northern National

Radio Exhibition opens its
doors at the City Hall, Deans -
gate, Manchester, and those
northerners who were unable
to get to Olympia will have
the opportunity of examining
the latest products of the
ever -progressive British radio
industry.

It is not so large in dimensions as Radi-
olympia, but it is in every way fully
representative. The value for money
represented by some of the new season's
advanced designs will no doubt occasion
the greatest interest among Yorkshire and
Lancashire folk.

For example, Cossor will be showing
their three remarkable supers. The Cossor
Battery Model 366A retails at nine guineas
and includes a pentagrid frequency changer
and H.F. screened pentode I.F. amplifier
and a double -diode detector with an
economy pentode output. It has an eight -
inch moving -coil speaker and is built into
a very handsome cabinet. And all for nine
guineas !
Better Sets --Lower Prices.

And then there is the A.C. mains model
364 at eleven guineas, which embodies
thermometer tuning and other up-to-the-
minute refinements. The third set in this
particular Cossor range is a fourteen guinea
A.C. super (model 365) which has A.V.C.,
visual tuning and numerous other features.
These are sets which it is worth while going
to see, if only to gain an impression of the
continued advancement which is being
made by the great radio concerns, in an
endeavour to give listeners better and better
sets at lower and lower prices.

As in previous years arrangements have
been made to supply the stands with a
standard input with which to operate
loudspeakers, and we would particularly
recommend, visitors to make a point of
listening to the new W.B. Stentorians
which are being shown by Whiteley
Electrical.
An Ingenious Speaker.

We have already had a great deal to say
about these instruments in " P. W.", for
they undoubtedly do form one of the most
interesting innovations of the year. Par-

Illicularly the Stentorian Duplex. This is
/pm speakers in one, but not in the usual
form of a couple of units having dissimilar
diaphragms.

The main structure comprises a cone -
type instrument, but there is a " tweeter "
in the form of a small horn construction
concentrically placed. The purpose of the
" tweeter " is, of course, to render the high

The third great wireless Show of the year-the 12th
Northern National Radio Exhibition-opens on Sept. 20th
at the City Hall, Manchester at 2.15 p.m. The Show
will be open from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. each day until
the closing day, Sept. 28. The price of admission will

be Is. 2d., children 6d.

notes clearly, the bass being looked after
very efficiently by the main reproducer.
' Messrs E. K. Cole are displaying their

notable receivers at the Manchester Show,
and these undoubtedly are extraordinarily
fine productions. With the exception of

A COSSOR RECEIVER

This receiver, the Como! 389, works from A.C. or
D.C. mains and is typical of the large and

attractive range made by this firm.
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one or two of the models they
conform to a distinctive style
of design, the main motif of
which is the full circle. Some
people may prefer cubist and
other straight line styles, but
we must say that we find the
softer curving styles more
pleasing.

The Ekco sets have moulded
bakelite cabinets, and there will be many
in the industrial north able to appreciate
the really wonderful workmanship and art
which they evince.

But the insides of the Ekco sets reveal
just as much advance as do their exteriors.
The eight -stage radiogram includes the
original " three-way sound diffusion "
principle. By arranging for the sound waves
to be emitted from the sides of the cabinet
as well as from the front resonances are
eliminated, and there is a balanced response
free from the more or less sharp focusing
effects which are normally encountered.

Fourteen Models Available.
Probably one of the things which visitors

to the City Hall will especially note is the
wide range of models which the various
firms are offering. At one time it did look
as though there was going to be a tendency
towards the restriction of types. A few of
the leading firms seemed to be concentrat-
ing on just one or two models.

(Continued on next page.)
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FIRMS EXHIBITING AND THEIR STAND NUMBERS

Aerodyne Radio, Ltd. ..
Adey Portable Radio ..
Ambassador Radio Gramophones
Beardsall, W.E., & Co.
Balcombe, A. J., Ltd. ..
Beethoven Radio, Ltd. ..
Belling & Lee, Ltd. ..
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd. ..
British Pix Co., Ltd. ..
British Television Supplies, Ltd.
Britannia Batteries, Ltd. ..
Brown Bros. ..
Celestion, Ltd. ..
Central Equipment, Ltd.
City Accumulator Co., Ltd. ..
Clarke, H., & Co. (M/CR) Ltd.
Cole, E. K., Ltd. ..
Cossor, A. C., Ltd. ..
Cecil (Leicester), Ltd. ..
Dawes, F.
Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd. ..
Decca Gramophones Co., Ltd...
Econasign Co., Ltd.
Epoch Radio, Ltd. ..
Ever Ready Co. (G.B.), Ltd. ..
Ferranti, Ltd. ..
Frye (London), Ltd...
General Electric Co., Ltd. . .

Gramophone Co., Ltd. ..

Stand No.
44
27
99

.. 69
53
55

.. 26

.. 62
79

.. 24
2

40 and 56
57

.. 71
4

28
.. 29
.. 30
.. 77

98
58 and 59

65A
.. 74
.. 75
.. 41
.. 19
.. 70
.. 17

84

 

Grampian Reproducers ..
Hacker, H., & Sons
Halcyon Radio, Ltd.:
Hartley Turner Radio, Ltd.
Hellesens Radio, Ltd. ..
Hobday Bros., Ltd. ..
Hollingdrake & Sons, Ltd.
Lissen, Ltd.
Lampex Radio ..
Marconiphone Co., Ltd. ..
Mullard Wireless Service ..
Park Wireless Depot, Ltd.
Partridge, Wilson & Co., Ltd.
Pye Radio, Ltd... ..
R.W. Products ..
R.A.P., Ltd. ..
Regentone Products ..
Siemens Electric Lamps & Supplies, Ltd. 81
Star Radio Products, Ltd. .. 96
Stirling Batteries, Ltd. .. 70A
362 Radio Valve Co., Ltd. .. 78 -
Trader. Publishing Co., Ltd. .. 23
Tannoy Products, Ltd. .. .. 25
Ultra Electric, Ltd. .. 42
Universal Electric Supply Co., Ltd., 72 and 73
Welworth Wireless Co. .. .. 93
Westingh'se Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd. 3
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. .. 89

 
. 
- 
-

.

Stand No.
22

.. 65
43

5
. .. 32
12 and 13

.. 95
52

27$
50 and 51
14 and 15

.. 92

.. 60

.. 16

.. 75A

.. 66
54
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THE NORTHERN
RADIO EXHIBITION

(COntinued from previous page.)

There are arguments in favour of such a
policy, but these are greatly outweighed
by the obvious advantages of presenting
wide ranges of models. Not only is it then
possible to give full value at graded price
levels, but also to cater for a diversity of
tastes.

In the Marconiphone range there are no
fewer than fourteen models, and it would
certainly be a captious listener who could
not find one to give him full satisfaction.
The Marconi sets ascend the whole tempt-
ing scale from a battery set at £7 19s. 6d.
to a nine -valve mains super at fifty-two

FOR W.B. SPEAKERS
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This special cabinet made for W.B. loudspeakers
is lined with a non -resonant or " dead " materiaL

guineas. This magnificent instrument has
an automatic record changer, a multi-
functional loudspeaker, variable selectivity
and a host of other features.

As at Radiolympia there is to be no
television on show at Manchester. This, in
our opinion, is a pity, for television is too
close to its first stages of practical realisa-
tion for it to be ignored without occasioning
some discontent on the part of an exhibition -
visiting public.

Ultra -Short -Wave Parts.
Many visitors to Radiolympia were, we

know, quite staggered to find that tele-
vision was completely excluded.

However, even if television sets them-
selves are not to be seen in the Manchester
Show there will be some ultra -short-wave
apparatus on view on the stand of Messrs.
British Television Supplies, Ltd. It should
be mentioned in passing that this firm is
very actively engaged in, television develop-
ment work, and as their ultra -short-wave
components reflect their enterprise in this
direction, you should make a special point
of examining it if you go to the Exhibition.

Westinghouse are exhibiting their " Life
Test." This is an intriguing feature. Some
seventy or eighty thousand hours ago it
was decided to connect up some of the then
still rather new metal rectifiers for a con-
tinuous life test on full load. Those now
somewhat rusty -looking rectifiers are still
going strong, as good as ever, in fact !

The reliability and lasting powers of the
Westinghouse Rectifier have been proved
up to the hilt.

Ferranti, Ltd. is a Manchester firm, and
Mancunians should be proud of that, for the
Ferranti sets represent the most advanced
radio practice. They should particularly
note the. Arcadia, for it is a reasonably
priced instrument embodying the most
attractive refinements.

For instance, it has A.V.C. which-and
we speak from experience-operates very
satisfactorily indeed, almost uncannily so.

A Great Advantage.
There is also visual tuning which enables

the stations to be tuned -in exactly by
means of the eye. One of the advantages
of this is, that you don't have to wait for
a station to start its programme before
it is possible to adjust the set for its recep-
tion. So long as its carrier .is " on the air '
you can tune it in. We do not remember
having seen this point brought forward
before, but from the listener's point of
view we believe it is almost as valuable
an application of visual tuning as the pre-
servation of quality.

This Ferranti set is also equipped with
the " All -In " dial, another refinement
of great practical value. When the set is
switched on the station dial is illuminated,
and this shows not only the names of fifty
stations (which can all be tuned -in with the
greatest of ease) but also volume and tone
indicators and the visual tuning needle.
You can see at a glance exactly the setting
of all the various controls at any par-
ticular moment.

Besides producing first-class sets Ferranti
cater for the home constructor, both with
a large range of components and with
constructor charts. Their stand always
attracts big crowds at exhibitions.

Constructors will have much of interest
to see at the stand of Messrs. Belling and
Lee, whose extremely comprehensive ranges
of such items as terminals, plugs,, sockets
and fuses have ensured their products places
in the majority of home -constructed sets.

Of equal, if not greater, importance are
their interference devices. Probably no
other firm has done more towards the
reduction of electrical inteilerence in a
really practical manner than Messrs.

MADE BY. FERRANTI

A feature of Ferranti sets is the all -in tuning
indicator which shows the settings of all controls.

This is the " Lancastria " Consolette model.
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Belling and Lee. Truly what they do not
know about this subject can hardly be
worth knowing.

Whatever the thing may be which
causes electrical interference they can
Supply suitable suppressors ; whatever the
intensity of interference experienced by a
listener this same firm can provide appara-
tus which will at least very considerably
reduce it.

A firm which can invariably be depended
upon to put up a rattling good show at
any exhibition in which it takes part is
H.M.V. But we expect" you will already
have read about their efforts at Radio-
lympia, and these are to be repeated at
Manchester.

The H.M.V. range of sets is a grand one.
If you are rich there is the High Fidelity
Autoradiogram at one hundred and ten
guineas, but if, like most of us, your
finances are not so good you can still enjoy
the benefit of all -mains H.M.V. radio with
fluid -light tuning and A.V.C. at thirteen
and a half guineas.

Or there is a universal H.M.V. super with
A.V.C. at eleven and a half guineas. Such
things as these give vitality, interest and
importance to an exhibition. Whereas
hundreds might go to a show for the pur-
pose of goggling at H.M.V. products priced
out of their reach, surely thousands will
want to see sets at such low prices bearing
such highly -reputed names and incor-
porating so many attractive refinements.

NOTES ON
TELEVISION

By L. H. THOMAS.

THIRTY -LINE TELEVISION is no
longer with us. It has, according to
those who say these things, "served

its purpose," and has now been quietly
faded -out. Two little questions immediately
spring into my mind : (1) Will there be no
conceivable use for such a low -definition
system in the future ? and (2) What is
going to happen to all the 30 -line gear that
is in existence ?

I don't know how many thousands of
30 -line discs and mirror -drums there are
in the country at the moment. Nice little
electric motors that have been used for
driving them will, doubtless, find other
uses, but it seems a pity about all those
discs and things.
What About It, Amateurs?

Thus was I ruminating the other day,
when suddenly I had a kind of dream.
Think of all the amateur transmitters who
are perfectly content to work with each
other, on telephony, over comparatively
short distances, and to whom the DX -itch
means nothing at all.

They must still be thrilled by hearing
the other fellow's voice every Sunday
morning, or every night at 11 o'clock, owl
they wouldn't go on doing it. How much
more thrilling it would be for them, and
for all of us, if they would experiment
with simple television transmitters (even if
only of the 30 -line order).

Television licences are obtainable from
the G.P.O. ; the only snag is that the one

(Continued on page 46.)
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T is a truism that atmospherics are as old
as wireless itself-but what has come
to be known as " man-made static " is a

curse that only the widespread increase
in the use of domestic and commercial
electrical apparatus is responsible for.

Probably the various forms of " man-
made static " are much more of a nuisance
to broadcast reception than is even gener-
ally realised. The reason being that thou-
sands of listeners suffer in silence, imagining
that the crackles, grunts and groans forming
an irritating background to reception are
inevitable, unescapable and irremediable.

In my perambulations of Radiolympia
this year I came upon a significant sign that
the noise -makers are at last coming up
against an organised resistance. I refer to
the R.M.A. Bureau on Electrical Inter-
ference, where engineers from the Post
Office, the B.B.C., the Electrical Research
Association and the R.M.A. were giving
free advice to anyone-or everyone-
suffering from " man-made static."

"Innocent " Noise Makers.
Their exhibits provided a vivid illustra-

tion of the wide front upon which listeners
are beset with possible " noises off." In
the home, for instance, such innocent
appliances as fans, vacuum cleaners, re-
frigerators, sewing machines, and the like,
are constant sources of crackles. In a
larger way, trolley -buses, lifts and electri-
cally worked petrol -pumps cause wide-
spread distress.

It is the contention of the Bureau-and
rightly so-that wherever possible the
interference should be cured at source-
but where this is impracticable the listener
is advised that his troubles may be mini-
mised by simple filters costing a reasonable
amount, and by a better disposition of the
aerial and earth systems.

Just how much improvement can be
brought about by rearranging the aerial is
not, probably, very widely appreciated. I
am therefore going to extract what I regard
as the " meat " of the B.B.C.'s own contri-
bution to this awful business of " man-
made static."

The Effective Height.
Most of you who gaze fondly-or with

loathing, even-at your outdoor aerial
soaring some twenty to thirty feet high
would resent the idea of that height being
suspect.

Yet to look at the matter another way,
the effective height of an aerial is always
very much less than its mere physical height
-unless positions are postulated so ideal
that they would not be of this troubled

r world at all.

WHEN NOT TO USE AN INDOOR AERIAL

Without going into technicalities only
understandable by high -domed savants, I
might remind you, gentle reader, that the
effective height of an aerial is expressible
by the figure found by dividing Little E
by Big E-that is, e but you must be fur -

E
ther informed, if you do not know, that " E "
represents the millivolts -per -metre field
strength of the wanted signal in free space
near the aerial, while " e " represents the
actual voltage induced into the receiving
aerial by the wanted signal.

Local Screening.
Now the most important point to note

about this effective height figure is that,
by taking into account the necessity for
" free space " it implies that local screening
will materially affect height. Effective
height, anyway.

MICRO -WAVE
VALVES

Two of the latest Telefunken valves for micro-
wave work. The small size of the valves will be
readily appreciated by comparison with the match-

box.
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It thus follows that an indoor aerial put
up, say, in the top flat of a four -storey
building would probably have had a very
much less effective height than a short
wire erected only a very few feet higher but
on the roof of the same building.

Many folk who have come into the radio
game since ultra -sensitive superhets were
the prerogative of the plutocrat must har-
bour the idea that there is a lot of blather
talked about the need for an efficient out-
door aerial. For these folk will have dis-
covered that even with a small indoor wire
they get overpowering volume from the
locals and quite enough volume, thank
you, from the foreigners.

It is not easy to argue that an outdoor
wire with a greater effective height might
be preferable and would certainly give a
higher ratio of signal to noise, making for
more pleasant reception of everything but
the background -drowning locals.

Indeed, it is only when such listeners
come up against the bugbear of locally
generated electrical interference that they
will listen at all to advice on aerials. I
don't blame them. For I never was one to
listen slavishly to text -book theory I could
confound by opposite practice.

And now, what is all this fuss and bother
about effective height ? Assuming that it
is perfectly true and easily proved that a
short outdoor wire is effectively higher than
the highest and most carefully planned
indoor wire, what then ?

Just this. That if you are suffering from
local " man-made static " you can reduce
the nuisance by a very simple method-
by increasing the ratio of wanted signal
strength to the strength of the obviously
unwanted background crackles, fizzes or
whatnot.

No Legislation at Present.
In their efforts to find a basis for possible

legislation against makers of ether noises,
the International Electrotechnical Com-
mission has been trying to decide just what
the tolerable signal to noise ratio should
be. I will not bother you with their
exact work-important though this has
been-because if and when the question is
settled it will be for the makers of the
offending apparatus to note, not you indi-
vidual listeners.

Meanwhile, though, you are up against
the fact that there is no legislation in this
country preventing anyone making in one
department of his factory apparatus to
listen -in, and in another department of the
same factory apparatus that will effec-
tively spoil your attempts to listen -in.

So you have to be up and doing-and,
assuming the noise cannot be stopped by
friendly getting together, and remembering
that there is a law against using a coke
hammer for practically everything except
breaking up coke, your aerial is about
your greatest white hope.

Inside Aerial a Drawback.
Compare, then, the relative merits of even

a short outdoor wire, which can, so to speak,
see the wanted electrical field, and a long
indoor wire heavily screened from the same
field. Then again-and this is a point
very seldom understood-the long indoor
wire will probably be much more closely
coupled to the interference than the outdoor
wire,' especially if the source of the inter-
ference is a domestic appliance.

Nor must you assume that all the inter-
ference comes direct from the vacuum
cleaner or other gadget. The conduit of
the house wiring circuits and the steel in

(Continued on page 50.)
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BARRY KENT
CALLING

News and Views from the "Big House"

A Crooning Choir.
THE Variety Department of the B.B.C.

has adopted in- principle, and is now
working out in practice, a novelty

programme in which all the most popular
crooners in London will combine in a choir
fora specially chosen programme. I under-
stand Mr. Eric Maschwitz himself is the
originator of this idea. The choir of crooners
will be ready early in November.

Tackling Those Silences.
I am glad to hear that someone at the

" Big House " is thinking about ways and
means of reducing the long breaks between
programmes. True, it is the Empire end
that is first on the job ; but what they do
to -day the home people may imitate to-
morrow. Anyway, the Empire Department
has legislated that a fifteen -minute talk
shall not be less than fourteen minutes
without the announcement.

On top of this the announcer will have
freedom to change the length and nature
of the announcement in circler to deal with
any gap that occurs. Also more care is to
be taken about the accurate timing of
musical items in rehearsals. But the really
salient reform is the flexibility of announce-
ments.

* * *

Emergency Accompanists.
I hear there are two or three jobs going

as emergency night accompanists for the
B.B.C. These opportunities arise from the
complaints of producers of the occasional
non-appearance of accompanists booked
for the short-wave programmes, thereby
upsetting special productions. The snag
will be that those chosen as emergency
people for this work will have to be avail-
able at any time of the night and early
morning at short notice.

* * *
" The Use of Man."

On September, 26th and 27th listeners
will hear repeat performances of Lord
Dunsany's delicate, satirical phantasy " The
Use of Man." This play, which the author
wrote specially for broadcasting, was first
presented in 1933, when its originality
created a profound impression.

Many artists who were in the original
production will again be heard, including
Philip Wade, Florence McHugh, Harold
Scott and John Rorke. A newcomer to
the cast will be Russell Thorndike, who
recently scored a pronounced success as
Humpty Durupty in " Through the Looking
Glass." Lance Sieveking will be the
producer.

* * *

Maida Vale Trouble.
There is an unexpected amount, of

resonance in the large Maida Vale studio.
The result is that both conductors and

players have complained that their work
is rendered much more difficult. A strong
protest has been made to the technical
authorities. It seems odd that the acoustic
properties of a new studio should not have
been accurately anticipated by the now
widely experienced B.B.C. engineers.

* **
Colour at St. George's Hall.

The professional decorators of the B.B.C.
proposed to use yellow and green for the
new St. George's Hall scheme. As soon as
news of this reached the Variety Depart-
ment and the producers there was a

Miss Thelma Reiss, the well-known 'cello player,
who was heard recently as soloist in one of the

Promenade concerts.

tremendous row. Producers got together
and represented that yellow and green would
be' fatal to good variety.

Not only would these colours be " cold."
They were actually " out of the tradition "
of the music -hall, and would " put off "
all the best artists. The protest was so
vehement that the scheme is to be changed.

* *

Drill at the B.B.C.
I am told that quite a good-sized squad

of recruits turns out for drill regularly at
Motspur Park, the sports ground of the
B.B.C. Some time ago there was a stock-
taking of all members of the staff with
military obligations. Afterwards it was made
known that those who desired elementary
military training could have it at the "Park."

Things are shaping so well that it looks
as if the B.B.C. would be able to put at
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least two Companies of fairly Well -trained
men in the field in case of war.

New Music Director.
The B.B.C. will appoint a new Music

Director about the end of the year. Dr.
Adrian Boult has decided to concentrate
his whole time and energy on conducting,
and therefore has insisted on giving up his
administrative work. It is not known yet
who will be the new Director.

" WELL DONE,
BIRMINGHAM ! "

Praise for " Main Street of Song
which deserved its all -wavelength

broadcast.

" MAIN STREET OF SONG " was put on all
wavelengths at once at 7 p.m. It was good.
It was a good story and topical, although

it may have disappointed the apostles of high-
browism to find (in the story) what they consider
vice triumph over virtue. " Main Street Of Song "
was a Martyn Webster production, which is in itself
good recommendation.

The cast was more than adequate, chief honours
going to Hugh Morton who, as Freddie Flick, was
always in the picture. He gave a spirited per-
formance, and sang his many songs well. Marjorie
Westbury gave him good support. She impressed
me as a very charming actress. Other attractive
though smaller parts were those of Sigismund
Entwhistle, played by John Lang, and Cirus K.
Snoop.

Good Musical Numbers.
The best feature of the production was undoubtedly

Julian Wright's music. The best numbers were :
" Down the Charing Cross Road," " There Must be
Apple in an Apple-pie," " What a Wonderful
Day 1" "Why Does the Trumpet Wear a Bowler
Hat ? " All were unusually good numbers. The
libretto was remarkably good for this, type of
thing, for which Peter Lansdale was responsible.
This production proved once again that the
Midlands can offer good light entertainment, and
that the essential of good light entertainment is not
necessarily a galaxy of stars. Congratulations to
the Birmingham cast and others responsible are
thoroughly well deServed.

" Black Vengeance "-a tale of fear by Mrs. St.
Lee Strachey-that was intended to curdle our blood
or make our hair stand on end, tried desperately
hard to fulfil its purpose. While it did neither of
these things to me, it certainly did cast some sort
of spell. I listened with fair attention. There was
atmosphere about the play, and for this Carleton
Hobbs as Perkins the butler was responsible. I
thought he played his part magnificently, and was
really the only one among the living characters
who inspired any sort of real fear in me. Leon
Quartennaine as Sir George Fellowes hadn't the
opportunity to. The Black (D. A. Ward) only had
half a dozen words to say. James Fellowes (George
Sanders) by his virility and importance destroyed
any hope he may have had of petrifying us.

How Effects Helped.
In this job of terrifying, the effects helped to a

degree, and the most eloquent of these was the
silence that enveloped Sir George's country house
during the visitation of the Black, when the birds
refused to sing, the pigs to grunt, and the dogs to
bark, etc. The scene, too, when the shadows of a
sugar plantation in the West Indies over a hundred
years ago took over the action, to the accompani-
ment of tom-toms and black incantations, had a
suggestion of fear in it. On the whole, ` Black
Vengeance " was an interesting broadcast, though
I couldn't help wondering why Sir George didn't call
in the police and have the Black removed. But
then there would have been no story, and unrealities
don't seem to worry some people.

* *

The best thing of the Nut Club's mad melange of
jokes and jazz was Pat -O'Malley singing an Irish
song about his faithless Molly. I wish there had
been more of these Irish songs and less jazz. The
harmony singing was well balanced and restrained.

The eye -witness account from Leeds of the York-
shire v. M.C.C. match introduced a new style in these
broadcasts. I liked the style. Perhaps because I
sympathised with this particular eye -witness in his
complaint that Scarborough " Festival " cricket

(Continued on page 48.)
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ON T

" Random Ramblings "
W. L. S. gives some prac-
tical hints on various
aspects of short-wave

reception
*

I'M sorry about the non -committal title
to this page, but these little breaks
are necessary to enable me to clear up

all the thousand and one small points that
occur to me from time to time. And, in
any case, one or two readers have been
kind enough to tell me that they like reading
my off -handed remarks on nothing in
particular " better than my carefully -
thought -out masterpieces on specific sub-
jects.

Incidentally (before I really start ramb-
ling), I should like to know just what kind
of thing readers really do want on this page.
It's your page, and I'm here to fill it with
is hatever you want most. I can write on

A GOOD SCHEME

This is a scheme W. L. S. saw when on
holiday. It does away with the necessity of
boring holes in the window frame for the aerial

and earth leads.

almost anything connected with short
waves without becoming too incoherent,
so please tell me what you would like and,
afterwards, whether you liked it. Thank
you, customers !

This year I have had two short holidays.
The first was spent in a mountain fastness,
far frOm radio in any shape or form, and
most decidedly sans portable set. That was
the real holiday. The next was by the
sunny sea, in a town fairly well populated
by radio amateurs and keen listeners,
many of whom I met. Whenever 1 reflect
upon how much I learn by mixing with
fellow -enthusiasts, I wonder how on earth
some of these unsociable listeners get on.

There are, I know, quite a lot of readers
who just plod away with their own short -
waver and never bother to go and see anyone

else who is similarly interested. You may
not be the type that likes to join the local
society, but you might, at least, be a good
" mixer " with one or two other fellow -
enthusiasts, such as there must surely be
in your town.

The interchange of personal ideas that
goes on when even three short-wave
fans meet is like the breath of life. I don't
see how anyone can be really successful
without some of it. I'm not ashamed
to say that I picked up more than one
valuable tip from a youngster of thirteen
who, without knowing who I was, asked me
to go and look over his receiver. Ad-
mittedly, the tips were of the " how not
to do it " order, but they are every bit as
useful as the others-sometimes more so.
Galvanised -Iron -Wire Aerial.

For one thing it would simply never
have occurred to me that anyone would put
up an aerial of galvanised frail wire with
twisted joints in it and hope to get away
with it. But having seen one I'm willing
to bet that at least three people who
read this page are doing something similar
and wondering where the crackles come
from in wet or windy weather.

Fig. 1 shows one little arrangement that
I saw on my travels which strikes me as
being quite neat. If the master (or mistress)
of the house doesn't approve of holes bored
in window -frames for a lead-in, don't bore
them. Open the window a shade and
insert a board which you can ill-treat as
much as you like. True, you may get a
little draught in through the middle, but
fresh air's good for you, and the average
short-wave fan doesn't get enough of it,
anyway.

Fig. 2 is on quite different lines, merely
being a suggestion for knocking up some-
thing neat in the way of " quench coils "
for a super -regenerative receiver. " Super-
regens " aren't only meat for ultra -short-
wave folk, as I hope to demonstrate to you
very shortly. But when they're knocked up
with huge slab coils or plug-in honeycomb
types, they take up far too much room and
look simply awful.

An Easily Provided Former.
You can probably find the former of an

old-fashioned H.F. transformer in the junk -
box, or possibly you can make a former like
that in the, sketch from a piece of ebonite,
or even wood.

Thirdly (see Fig. 3 on next page), those
who suffer from " pongy " receivers-
whether it's the valves, wiring or variable
condensers that cause the trouble-may
comfort themselves exceedingly by using
one of the many flexible gang -couplers
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in series with their condenser spindle. I've
been doing this for a long time, and may
have mentioned it before, but as several of
these universal -jointed affairs were to be
seen at the Show this year, the time seems
ripe to mention it once more. You can
wobble your tuning -knob about in all
directions without causing the receiver to
behave like a gongster and, apart from
this, it has a very comfortable feeling about
it.

Be Comfortable When Listening.
You pan rest your forearm or wrist on the

bench while tuning, even if the actual
condenser shaft is some little distance up the
front panel. This business of getting com-
fortable while operating simply can't be
overdone. It is terrifically important. It
covers more than the mere mechanical part,

FOR " SUPER-REGENS."
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A suggestion for home-made " quench " coils
for super -regenerative receivers. The finished
coil is much more compact than the old-

fashioned slab type.

of the set, too. It means getting rid of
instability in all its noxious forms, and
having a set that you can almost handle in
your sleep.

Tense muscles and strained nerves are
bad in any pursuit, and it's stretching
things altogether too far to bring them
into the realms of radio, which ought to
be a lazy man's job. Believe me, it isn't-
not by a long way-with some of the short -
wavers that I've come across in my travels.

Just ask yourself whether you can flop
into a comfortable chair, perfectly relaxed
and natural, and twiddle your dials, quite
casually bringing in the stations the while.
If you cannot, you haven't got a real set-
not yet !



to feel heavy when I hear from fully fledged
transmitters with say they have been fed
entirely on my outpourings !

J. E. O. (Bournemouth) is anxiously
awaiting the description of a really noisy
superhet, which, he says, I have been
promising for a long time. Sorry for the
delay, J. E. 0., but it will be all the better
when it comes. No, I don't think I shall use
A. V. C.

J. M. (Sherborne) would like to correspond
with readers in distant parts of tie world.
Will somebody so situated please write to
Mr. J. Morcombe, Kingsbury, Milborne
Port, Sherborne, Dorset ? Thank you.
J. M. sends in an interesting log on a four -
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ON THE SHORT WAVES.-Pape 2.

G. (Old Lenton) recently asked for the
full address of the Argentine station
L U.S V R, which I could not trace

for him. His letter has called forth two
more. First, R. D. E. (Standon) suggests
that it was L U 8 D R, from whom he has a
verification. Secondly, C. D. D. (Tipton),
who is L U 6 C Y, home from the Argentine
on' holiday, thinks it must have been
L U 8 B R.

Many thanks to these two gentlemen for
their trouble, and when F. G. has made up
his mind I'll send him the appropriate
address !

Working Without G.B.
R. T. (Bingley) has made the " Simplex "

Two, and is rather alarmed to discover that
" stations come in at terrific strength when
I am not using the grid -bias." I don't know
whether he means that he is connecting the
negative and .positive G.B. plugs together,
or whether he is simply leaving one of them
free. Nothing to be alarmed about, R. T.,
but you might put a milliammeter in the
plate circuit of that valve.

Re your other queries, V P 6 Y B's
Q R A is T. A. Archer, " Verona," Bank
Hall Road, Barbados ; and the 5 -metre
receiver will appear, glorified and in greater
detail, later on.

R. R. W. (Northampton) tells me that he
holds me entirely responsible for the
development back -room into 'a work-
shop, and also thinks I am to blame for the
establishment of a new post office in his
neighbourhood. Among the interesting
things he mentions is a chess match run
by three stations on the 40 -metre band.
One was acting as relay and --commentator.

He also heard a call which he thinks was
DB2KN on about 40 metres,
but can't make head or tail
of it (neither can I). He
wants to get into touch with a
fellow enthusiast in his district,
but not the chap who oscillates
on ^ 20 metres every evening !
Eligible persons should apply
to Mr. Raymond R. Waite, 61,
Broadway, Northampton.

A. Great Responsibility.
D. M. (Rutherglen) sends a

photograph of his very neat
station, G 6 M D, which I hope
to publish later on, and also holds
me responsible for the " whole A very neat super -regenerative receiver for use on 5 metre waves.

works." My burden is beginning
seemed a bit heavy. So he transferred it to
the 9 -volt tapping, and now all is beautiful !

I am using an H.F. pentode as detector
in my present receiver, and I find that it
works best with something between 9 and
12 volts on the priming -grid. It is beauti-
fully quiet in operation under these condi-
tions.

R. W. R. (Southport), a very old corres-
pondent of mine, tells me that he is now
fully licensed as G 6 Y R. He adds that he
has already discovered that hearing DX
is very much easier than working it ! We
all get that feeling at first, R, W. R.
But think of the satisfaction you do get
when you start making real contacts.

valve superhet, but seems to prefer a
straight set.

V. R. C. (S.E.19) is a reader who took
out his first licence in 1921, thereby beating
me by one year ! He's never bought a set
since then, and has never been z satisfied
with a home -constructed one unless it has
done all that the designer claimed for it.
Now he wants to know about this Q S L -
card racket. Simple, V. R. C.-simply send
a plain report on a plain post -card to any
transmitter you hear, if you imagine he will
value a report from you.

Then by easy stages you will find your-
self turning out a kind of stereotyped report
on a post card, which may become even
standardised enough to be printed. You
then have a primitive Q S L card which,
no doubt, will rake in for you innumerable

TRY THIS DODGE

la4yeerso6
A/ vraleDf-QaeaGilere

The use of a flexible coupling to eliminate micro -
phonic effects due to vibration from movements

of the tuning knob.

specimens of the breed from the trans-
mitters whose signals you report.

H. T. H. (Bolton) has done a funny thing.
Feeling a little fed -up with his detector -and -
pentode receiver, he simply changed the
valves over, using the output pentode as
detector. With the priming -grid taken to
a 60 -volt tap on the H.T. battery, he found
that he was taking ,18 milliamps, which
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THE OVERSEAS
LISTENER

SINCE a surprisingly large proportion of
my letters come from overseas listeners,
it is only fair that I should occasionally

deal with some of them separately. The
man who listens in Outposts of Empire
has his own special problems to contend
with, chief among them usually being the
difficulty of obtaining components quickly.

Furthermore, his requirements are so
completely different from those of the
average short-wave man at home that he
is apt to be rather neglected, I'm afraid.
I would like to quote part of a letter from
O. E. H. (Singapore).

Something Bigger Wanted.
" Dear W. L. S.," he writes, " I am

adding my plea to the many you have
doubtless already received from overseas
readers for you to give us something better
than the little two -valve short-wave
receivers, of which you and the other experts
in England seem so fond. I realise that
you are catering for the majority of your
readers who are resident in England, and
who already have sets for the medium -wave
stations which they rely on for their daily.
entertainment.

" But we in the Colonies are dependent
upon direct reception of Daventry and the'
other short-wave stations in Europe for our
wireless entertainment, and although we
love hooking up those, excellent little sets
we have to depend on ourselves for the
design and construction of receivers which,'
we can install for the entertainment of the
whole family."

In a nutshell, the overseas man wants a;
biggish loudspeaker receiver, and won't
worry if it only brings in the more powerful

stations, so long as they are
strong and really reliable.

CONSTRUCTED Too Much Morse.
H. B. M. (Pegu, Burma), in

the course of a long and very
interesting letter, points out that
the chief bugbear is the constant
purchasing of large -capacity H.T.
batteries, since big sets must be
used. He also says that it is
about time that some of the
commercial Morse was cleared off
the short-wave broadcast bands.
He would like a really efficient
headphone receiver capable of
receiving any short-wave station
in the world, and also a large

battery - operated superhet, for purely
entertainment purposes, giving really
excellent loudspeaker results.

G. F. L. (Nigeria), who is home on leave,
also stresses the same points. Big com-
mercial sets are fine, he says, but cost far
too much for the average overseas fan's
pocket.

It is obvious from these few representa-
tive letters that I simply must hurry up the
design of my overseas receiver, which, I am
afraid, has been stagnating somewhat owing
to summer activities and lack of time. In
its present rough form it is a five -valve
superhet. It may, however, be necessary
to add a sixth valve. W.L.S.
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the Makin
Alan Hunter visits the London School of Broadcasting, where aspiring radio artists

can learn the whys and wherefores of microphone technique.

"ftlakkyor,
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IF I were Director -General of the B.B.C.-
or even a mere sub -controller of This
or That-I would start, as an indis-

pensable adjunct to broadcasting, a school
for budding stars.

At the moment it is difficult enough to
get an audition unless you have, as the
saying goes, arrived. And even if you do
get an audition-the most easy path being
through the ever vigilant Director of
Variety-you might very easily be turned
down because you hadn't the essential
" microphone. manner."

It is just this method of standing up to
Mr. Mike that the school would expound,
thereby drawing out many an embryonic
star whose hopes are now liable to be
dashed at the outset of an all -too -terrifying
audition.

Many an Aspirant to Microphone Fame.
Treading the Milky Way along Regent

Street to Portland.Place must be many an
aspirant to microphone fame. In the Spiral
Nebulae of unknown talent lying sub-
merged in various parts of the country must
be many latent stars, and it is
a crying shame they are not in
the making.

It is so easy to criticise the
13 . B . C . programme -makers for
giving us the " same old gang "
of artists. But the truth is that
one can count the real stars of
the air on two hands-by real
stars meaning those who rely
entirely on broadcasting for their
Jiving.

The rest are recruited from
the Entertainment World outside
the portals of the " Big House "-
from the music -halls, theatres,
films. And we all know how often
established artists in these older
branches of entertainment fail to
get across that intangible void,
the ether.

" Tried on the Dog."
All these good people ought to

go through the school before they
come on the air. A week or so of
learning the subtlety of Mr. Mike
-and there is a subtlety all too
often discounted by outside stars
-would immeasurably add to
their broadcasting value.

Already the Variety Department has
taken on Talent Seekers, showing a laud-
able desire to bring out such latent talent
as may exist but is at present unexploited.

Some potential stars will be found, of
course. But they will be tried on the dog-
the long-suffering listening public. They
will not be schooled or coached up to a fully
acceptable standard.

As a matter of fact the idea of a school

for broadcasting stars has already material-
ised, outside the " Big House" it is true,
but within a stone's throw of Portland
Place, and run by a one-time B.B.C.
programme executive of long experience.

It is just a year since Mr. Bertram Fryer
opened the London School of Broadcasting
in a suite of studios in New Bond Street.
There, would-be radio artists can-for a
very moderate fee-surround themselves
with an atmosphere almost identical with
a Broadcasting House studio.

There they can face the dread .micro-
phone, watch the winking red and white
lights, learn to overcome " mike fright,"
and gradually acquire a technique prepar-
ing for the real job of broadcasting.

Mr. Fryer tells the brutal truth to those
who will never make microphone artists.
He may save aspirants hundreds of pounds
spent on fruitless attempts to gate-crash
the ether. On the other hand, with his
experience of the stuff that stars are made
of, Mr. Fryer, late of the London station,
can immediately spot real talent, even
when it is submerged beneath an entire

HEARING YOUR OWN VOICE

Mr. Bertram Fryer, late of the B.B.C., runs a school for broadcasters and
is here seen at one of the gramophone turntables during a play -back of

an artist's recording.

lack of understanding of the special needs
of the microphone.

His general course of twelve lessons for
10 guineas is enough to show whether an
at present unknown singer, comedian,
raconteur or any other kind of broadcast
artist, has a chance to make good on the
air, or no chance at all.

Dale Smith, the well-known singer heard
so often by listeners, teaches pupils of this
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school the correct microphone technique,
the right phrasing, the special needs to be
observed by those who want to sing to us
over the air.

W. R. Collins, who broadcasts a great deal
himself, is there at the school as musical
director, teaching piano accompaniment and
syncopation and all the rest of it.

Some idea of the broad scope of the
teaching offered can be gauged if I cite a
few of the lucky ones who have gone via
the school on to the air.

Some Successful "Scholars."
Anna Ginn, a New Zealand soprano, was

able to broadcast to her home town through
the Empire stations. The fourteen -year -old
Henderson twins, after an engagement on
the air, are now well on their way with
harmony and syncopation numbers. Curtis
and Ames, another example of success with
rhythm and harmony.

Authorities asked to give broadcast talks
on their special subjects are keen to make
their delivery as effective as possible.
C. B. Fry, for example, added to the lustre

of his inimitable style by taking
a short' course of lessons at the
school before he talked on cricket.

Elizabeth Ryan, the tennis star,
came to the school to improve her
delivery, and afterwards admitted
what a lot there was to learn
about the microphone manner.

All these and many others
have profited by the use of an
absolutely indispensable adjunct
-the disc -recorder system in-
vented by Mr. Watts. This is a
system of instant " play -back "
whereby an artist, having made
a record of his turn, can hear
what it actually sounds like from
the loudspeaker end.

Plenty of Faults.
I myself have just made two

records to learn the full value of
the system. Mr. Fryer and I
stood before the pedestal micro-
phone in the talks studio and
discussed the aims and progress
of the school while a young
engineer in the control room was
busily putting our immortal words
on record.

As soon as the light winked we
hurriedly drew our chat to an end, and
within Pt few seconds we were hearing our
voices " played back " through the large
moving -coil loudspeaker in the studio.

It was an uncanny experience and, I
must confess, a very salutary one. Dozens
of faults simply howled for correction.
But, as Mr. Fryer pointed out, that was
just where this recording system vies so

(Continued on page 50.) .
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"VARIETY WILL BE MORE VARIED!"
Says Eric Maschwitz, B.B.C. Variety Director, in an interview

with " P.W.'s " Special Representative.

VARIETY-perhaps because it is the
spice Of life-comes, in for more
universal criticism than anything

else broadcast by the B.B.C. ft is a good
thing the B.B.C. has in Eric Maschwitz not
merely a Variety Chief of seemingly inex-
haustible energy, but an executive who is
never afraid to, try new experiments.

It was Mr.. Maschwitz who introduced
the large studio audience-oft-criticised as
the " claque " by those who never took the
trouble to look up the offensive meaning
of the word-at a time when real enter-
tainment by so-called variety acts over the
air was at a very low ebb.

And now it is the same Mr. Maschwitz
who, after two and a half years as Variety
Director, pronounces the virtual end of
variety shows relying on an audience.

Studio Audiences an Exception.
In future, he tells me, it will be the

exception rather than the rule for a variety
how to be heard by any other audience

than the unseen millions for whom it is
broadcast. A producer will have to advance
very special reasons as to why he should
break the new " no -audience " rule.

Why, then, this voile face ? Has the
studio audience failed ? Has the criticism
of the studio audience finally daunted the
ebullient director ? On the contrary, the
studio audience is being scrapped because
it succeeded in its object.

And that object was, quite simply, to
enlarge the scope of the material upon which
broadcasting might draw. By bringing in
the music -hall atmosphere Mr. Maschwitz
brought a breath of fresh air into the frigid-
ity of studio performances.

Music -halls, over the air brought in a vast
number of outside " turns "-hitherto
frightened away from the microphone
because it was not their technique. Now.
of course, there is a danger of the music -
hall atmosphere being overdone.

Not that the music -hall idea is to be
abandoned altogether. In future, though,
it will be restricted to the presentation of
really first-class turns.

" We have now reached the stage where
we have enough turns who do not rely on
an audience to put themselves across,"
explained Mr. Maschwitz. " I never did
imagine that the musib-hall 'idea was pure
' radio '-not real radio variety. But it was
a necessary expedient 'at a time when I
was confronted with a terrible dearth of
broadcasting material."

Combining Straight and Light Turns.
Those Jubilee programmes also taught

Mr. Maschwitz a very important lesson-
and the charm of the Variety Director is
that he is always willing to learn, and prOfit
thereby. The Jubilee gala programme
showed that essentially straight musical
turns could be combined with lighter turns ;
Albert Sammons side by side with George
Robey, for example.

And so it comes about that, after what
is after all a relatively short experimental
period of just over two years, the Variety

Director has achieved his synthesis-real
radio variety.

In his own words, as told exclusively to
me for your benefit, I will give you an in-
sight into some of the treats in store for
you during the coming " season."

" For a start, we are at last going to have
a regular feature on the air-a feature
occurring at the same time every week,"
began Mr. Maschwitz.

The "Saturday Magazine."
" This will be called the ' Saturday

Magazine' ; and it will include, among
other things, the popular ' In Town To-
night ' idea.

" We shall follow Mr. Gielgucr in bringing
excerpts from West End successes to the
microphone-musical shows with the lead-
ing artists broadcasting.

John Watt has made arrangements
with Walt Disney for the radio presentation
of many of the famous Silly Symphonies
and Mickey Mouse episodes ; and this time

BROADCASTING IN ESTONIA

A group of Estonian State radio engineers with the car used for obtaining
measurements of field strength in connection with the erection of a new
60 kw. transmitter. Note the curiously shaped aerial at the back of the car.

we are having the advantage of the original
musical scores direct from Hollywood.

" Then we are planning a new kind of
show-an intimate variety show with a
very small and select audience, not perched
up in the gallery in the old way but sitting
around the performers. It will be inter-
esting to watch the psychological effect of
this intimacy on the artists.

" A gala programme once a month-
along the lines of the Jubilee shows-will
bring celebrities to the microphone and
generally constitute a variety ' highlight '
of the month.

" We are also going to renew the very
successful monthly revues ; putting them
over, as before, late at night-say 10 o'clock.
And there will be a fortnightly cabaret, also
on the air fairly late at night.

" Stage success revivals will come in for
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their share this season. We have already
decided on quite a number of shows, includ-
ing Veronique," The Cat and the Fiddle,'
and ' Waltz Dream.' Betty Balfour will
appear in a radio version of ' Squibs' and.
Gitta Alpa in Kalman's operetta ' The
Countess Maritza.' And there are ethers."

B.B.C. producers will be responsible for
two other shows, not at present finally
fixed up. One will be a collaboration,
between Denis Freeman and Mark Lubbock,
a promise of witty and tuneful lines assur-
edly. And John Watt will combine with
Harry Pepper in another original show.

Dance -Session Modifications.
Now that the late night dance music

sessions have come under the control' of
the Variety Department, Mr. Maschwitz
will modify the usual arjungements.

" By the end of six months," he hinted,
" we shall have introduced more variety
into these dancing sessions. There will be
no more ninety -minute shows. Two bands
will take the place of one. As you have
heard, Paul Askew takes over the job of
co-ordinating the actual numbers, so as to
avoid repetition.

" Looking perhaps a little ahead, there
will be another two-hour Christmas Party
on Christmas Day. Sandy Powell will also
do another show in the near future.

" Fifteen -minute shows by famous artists
will be broadcast froni
time to time. Gracie
Fields and the Street
Singer have already
shown that this type of
thing is worth while.
Naturally, this feature
can only be a success
with artists of out-
standing talents.

Summing Up.
" How would I sum

up my programme ?
Well, I should say that
my aim is to give more
varied variety-so
that all publics will
find something -or other
to appeal to them.

" My shows will
stress the personalities
when they are big
enough to stand alone,
but when they are not
the programme will be
the thing. Only in this
way can we hope to
give sustained enter-

tainment when using material that obviously
differs very widely in standard."

FOR BATTERY USERS.
It is a good plan when fitting a new H.T.

battery to the receiver to place the plug, not
in the maximum socket, but in one about
12 volts lower, i.e., 108 -volts in the case
of a 120 -volt battery. In most instances the
change will hardly be noticeable, but what
will be easily apparent will be the increase in
volume and purity when, after a few months'
use the plug is inserted in the maximum
socket. The fresh section coming into use
really does make an amazing difference.

If only one H.T. tapping goes to the
battery it is immaterial whether the reserved
section be at the negative or positive end;
but if more than one, then the portion of the
battery held in reserve should be at the
negative end. W. N.
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The upper atmosphere has a great effect on the behaviour of radio waves, and recently the various ionized and " hot "
layers that exist miles above the earth have been closely investigated. How tests are carried out is described below.

By CARDEN SHEILS.

IN
the beginning, radio theory kept well

in advance of radio practice. Clerk -
Maxwell, for instance, foretold the

existence of wireless waves twenty years
before Hertz discovered how to produce
them, and nearly forty years before Marconi
transmitted his first wireless signal across
the Atlantic.

Practice Ahead Of Theory.
But for many years after the last-named

achievement the position was reversed, and
practice forged ahead of theory. The
scientists of the day were convinced that
wireless waves could only travel through
space in a straight line, and that it would
be impossible-at least without using
enormous power-to transmit signals over
really long distances. Marconi, however,
showed that in some mysterious way the
waves managed to " cling " to the earth and
bend themselves around its curved surface.
Neither he nor any other scientist of the
day could explain why this should be so-
but the fact remained.
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Heaviside and Kennelly were the first to
suggest the idea that an ionized layer in
the upper reaches of the atmosphere would
assist the passage of the waves by reflecting
them back towards the earth. For a long
time this was looked upon with suspicion
as so much pure speculation. It was
ingenious certainly, but not convincing,

Corroboration Of Ionized Layers.
Then ten years ago positive corroboration

was found. Appleton and others proved the
existence of a down -coming wave which
was a counterpart-except for some differ-
ence in polarisation-of the direct wave,
which travelled from transmitter to receiver
along the ground. The second wave
arrived from some point far above the
ordinary limits of the atmosphere. Later
on the presence of a second layer was
established, high above the first or Heavi-
side layer ; and we have since found traces
of intermediate layers.

The evidence for all this is based upon
the behaviour of radio waves which are

deliberately sent out on a voyage of explora-
tion to the upper reaches of the sky. A
series of signal " pulses," A B C, Fig. 1, are
transmitted at carefully timed intervals,
the carrier frequency being varied slightly
during each pulse as shown by the sloping
top of each curve. The wave radiated at
time T, which travels via the reflecting
layer, is found to reach the distant receiver
at the same time as the wave radiated a

MEASURING THE HEIGHT

On the left (Fig. 1), is a diagrammatic representation
of the varying frequency signal and the difference of
time, T and T1, between reception of direct and
reflected rays.

Fig. 2 : Shows how the height of the layer is calculated
by means of the reflected ray.

Fig. 3 : The circuit of the compact transmitter used
for balloon tests of the upper atmosphere.

Fig. 4: As height is increased above the earth's
surface the temperature drops till, at about 30,000
feet, it begins to rise again.

fraction of a second later. The latter
travels at T 1, direct, via the ground.

The two waves being of different
frequency produce a " beat " note of a
certain frequency. From this it is possible
to calculate the difference between the two
paths and hence the height of the layer.
The path taken by the reflected wave
varies according to the time of day ; actu-
ally the layer shrinks farther back from
the surface of the earth at night, so that
the reflected ray has a longer distance to
travel, and therefore falls more out of phase
with the direct wave.

The Effect Of Wavelength.
By using a frame aerial to measure the

angle, a, at which the downcoming ray
reaches the receiver R, Fig. 2, we can
again, knowing the base -line distance
between T and R, estimate the height of
the reflecting surface whether it be the
Heaviside or Appleton layer. The former
reflects only the longer wavelengths, but
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passes the shorter ones (less, say, than 7
metres) on to the uppermost layer, so that
short-wave signal -pulses must be used for
calculating the position of the latter.

The reflection of the wave depends upon
the density of the free electrons in the
layer. That is to say, upon the amount
of ionization which, in turn, varies with
the height of the layer and also with the
prevailing temperature. It is therefore
possible, by observing the changes in the
intensity of the signals received on the
reflected wave, to estimate the maximum
ionization per unit volume of the layer and
to calculate the temperature existing at
heights up to 400 kilometres above sea level.
The latest measurements show that the
atmosphere temperature at a height of 300
kilometres reached the surprising figure of
1,000° C. on a summer day, though it drops
to the neighbourhood of the boiling -point
of water in winter.

(Continued on page 46.)
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:t Cathode -Ray Circuits, No. 3............. Ti"IJSING GAS -FILLED VALVES  
Moving a step nearer the final circuit needed for high -definition
television, we will now consider] the requirements of the simplest, form of time base that can be used for television. 4,4,

,
By K. D. Rogers

WE have long waited on the threshold of
knowledge regarding the high -defini-
tion service that we have been pro-

mised ; but, though there are still all sorts
of flies in the ointment of commercial
equanimity, we do know what we shall get
in the way of lines and the wavelengths on
which transmissions will take place.

We know that the service will not have
fewer than 240 lines and not fewer than 25
pictures per second, and also that much of
the transmissions will be on the " inter-
laced " system, so we can get on the track
of what sort of apparatus is likely to be
required, and we can study the technical
points of such gear.

Before we can understand the final
circuit we must go a step or two
farther on the road we commenced last
time, and to do that it is convenient to take
a simple type of time base circuit, and to
go from that to our circuit for the coming
television service.

I am not going to put frills on the circuit,
for you will not want to use it, and as it is
only to aid ex-
planation no good pur-
pose would be served
by garnishing the dish.

"Brass Tacks."
And so you must

forgive me if I seem
unduly long - winded
and slow in coming to
the " brass tacks "-
the final television re-
ceiver design-but I
want to make sure
that the fundamental
principles_ are well un-
derstood before we get
to the " heavy stuff."

If you understand
the bask requirements
of television reception,
you will not find it very
hard to grasp the
working of the final Fig. 1.-A soft -valve time base using battery bias. It is shown connected
circuit, to the deflectors, and arranged for vertical -line scanning.

We have seen what

A

we will put together a circuit using the
discharge valves mentioned last time and
the associated parts for running them.

The circuit (Fig. 1.) consists of a power
pack with its rectifier and smoothing choke
and condensers and the two discharge
valves. The power pack provides from
1,000 to 1,500 volts, and this is applied to
the anodes of the two valves through the
resistances. Across the anodes of the
valves are the charge or deflecting con-
densers, and it is by building up the voltage
across the condensers that the scanning
takes place (as you will remember). When
the voltage has risen sufficiently to cause
the discharge valves to " fire," they will
ionise and the condensers will be discharged.

Adjusting Ionisation Voltage.
The voltage at which the ionisation takes

place can be determined by the grid bias
on the valves, and the rate at which the
condensers arc charged by adjustment of
the resistances Rl and R2. Now, if you
notice, the anodes of the discharge valves,

SIMPLE TIME. BASE

a time base is and how the scanning of
the cathode-ray tube is achieved. Now

THE SAW -TOOTH

Fig. 2.-Wish proper Dias the gas -filled valves can
be charged in a reasonably linear manner until
the voltage is great enough to cause ionisation.

UP

or perhaps it is better to say the un-earthed
'sides of the charge condensers, are con-
nected to the deflectors Al and B1. That
is to one of each pair. The opposite num-
bers are connected to the potentiometers
It; and R4, which apply positive bias to
the plates to pull the spot towards one
corner of the screen.

I have actually marked the appropriate
position of the spot for vertical scanning
and the paths of the scanning lines. .

Producing the Scanning.
With the spot pulled over to the place

marked before the scanning starts, we can
visualise the effect of the condenser
charging. As each charges, the potential on
Al and B1 in relation to earth is raised
and the spot is pulled across and up the

tube. As the condenser controlled by R2
is smaller than the other condenser it will
charge more quickly up to the point when
the valve is ionised. Suppose it is arranged
that the plate B1 pulls the spot upwards
100 times for every once that Al pulls the
spot across. Then the whole apparatus is
timed to work so that lCO pulls up and 1C0
discharges take place while one pull across
and one discharge takes place on the other
section of the time base. The whole appal,:
atus is called a double time base because it
carries out double, ortwo -direction scanning.

You will now have a fair idea of the
action of the time base, its spot deflecting
powers and also the placing of the spot

SYNCHRONISING

Fig.:.-How the synchronising impulse trips the
gas -filled relay, which is just reaching its ionisation
voltage when the signal reduces the bias and

" fires " the tube.

initially by sliding the potentiometer taps
on the " shift " potentiometers, but the
question of synchronising has yet to be
discussed.

In a time base of this type synchronising
is a simple matter. Its detailed practice we
can leave, for not quite the same method
will be employed when we get to our
final time base.

If you look at Fig. 2 you will see the
charging curve of one of the gas -filled
discharge valves in conjunction with its
associated condenser. The charge starts at
A and goes on to B. At this point ionisation
takes place, and after a slight lag of time the
valve discharges the condenser to C, when
the de -ionisation takes place and charging
commences again.

The Effect of Grid Bias.
In practice the valve is set with a grid

bias which would not allow ionisation to
take place until the voltage Y had been
reached, whereas we want it to take place
at a potential of X (Fig. 3).

But the positive impulses of the syn-

PENTODE FEED

Fig. 4.-Here is
a pentode -led
discharge con-
denser. This
method of vol-
tage- rise con-
trol allows
almost perfect
linearity to be

achieved.

chronising signal are applied, and these have
the effect of reducing the bias at the
critical moment, with the result that the

(Continued on page 49.)
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Complilire
,f'::.GrariltiIn'

Powerful output and first-class quality are provided by this unique and economical battery electric -gramophone
which has been specially designed and described by A. SMITH.

THE majority of modern battery receivers
1 are fitted with pick-up terminals for

the electrical reproduction of gramo-
phone records. No doubt many readers
have been very disappointed with the
volume obtainable as compared with that
from a reasonably good acoustic gramo-
phone.

The average battery receiver is fitted

THE SPECIAL CIRCUIT
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The Q.P.P. valve enables 1.5 watts of undistorted output power to be obtained
with a remarkably low H.T. current consumption. Note the points A and
B on the valve V2, they are important and are specially dealt with in the text.

with a triode output -valve, giving only 1.50
to 300 milliwatts output ; or a pentode,
giving some 500 milliwatts. Although the
quality of reproduction is probably better,
especially as regards frequency response,
the volume is not equal to that obtained
from a modern acoustic gramophone.

Keeping Down Running Costs.
Before electrical reproduction becomes

worth while an output of at least one to
one -and -half watts is necessary. Of course,
this is easily obtained with mains apparatus,
as practically every mains receiver has an
output of two or three watts.

The battery user, however, has to use
.rather special means to obtain a large
output economically. There are two common
methods of obtaining an output of between
one and two watts when using battery -fed
apparatus. These methods are commonly

INSIDE
THE

PLAYING
DESK

referred to as Class B and Q.P.P. amplifi-
cation.

It is for the foregoing reasons that the
playing desk to be described in this article
has been designed. Q.P.P. amplification
has been chosen rather than Class B owing
to its greater economy in H.T. current and
greater sensitivity. Indeed, had Class B
been used another valve would probably

have been necessary.
The amplifier con-

sists of only o
amplifying valve of the
" L.F." class, coupled
by means of a special

intervalve
transformer with a
ratio of one to eight
to a Q.P. 240 output
valve. This valve is
actually two pentode
valves in one envelope.

A volume control is fitted across the
pick-up to control the input to the ampli-
fier, and consequently the output from the
loudspeaker. The control knob of the
volume control is on the front of the cabinet,
so that volume may be adjusted with the
lid closed, i.e., the normal playing position.

The L.S. and L.T. Plug.
In order to reduce the number of controls

the on -off switch is incorporated in the
loudspeaker plug and socket. The socket
is a standard 5 -pin chassis mounting valve
holder fitted in the back of the cabinet.
The anodes of the output valve are con-
nected to the normal grid and anode sockets
of this holder, and H.T. positive to the
centre socket. The two filament sockets
are connected in series with the L.T.
positive lead.

The loudspeaker itself is connected to the
(Continued on next page.)

The cabinet of the playing unit
is constructed on simple but
attractive lines and, with the
exception of the loudspeaker, the
whole unit is self contained.
Volume is controllable from the
front and the L.T. 1 battery is

readily accessible for charging purposes. Make sure you
use the right type of H.T. battery in order that close

voltage taps shall be available. The H.T. battery is provided
with a grid bias section incorporated, but this is not used for
grid bias, the whole of the battery being utilised for BM thus
giving a total of 120 volts.
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How to Make
A COMPLETE

"GRAMO " UNIT
(Continual from previous page.) ,

5 -pin cable plug. Assuming that the loud-
speaker specified is used, A is con-
nected to the grid pin, -B to- the centre
pin, and C to the anode pin. The fila-
ment pins are joined together. Conse-
quently, when the plug is inserted in the
socket, not only is the loudspeaker con-
nected but the L.T. circuit is also com-
pleted.

Constructional Details.
Everything is contained in the cabinet,

including batteries, but it was considered
desirable to use an external loudspeaker,
as it is not always convenient to have the
loudspeaker situated close to the amplifier.

The actual output obtainable from this
playing desk is rather more than 1,500
milliwatts with the 120 -volt H.T. battery
which is used. The static H.T. consumption
is only some three to four milliamps, while
the average working current is approxi-
mately seven milliamps. Thus an H.T.
battery of standard capacity is easily

capable of supplying the necessary current.
The L.T. current is half an amp., and is
supplied by a small unspillable 2 -volt
accumulator.

So much for the circuit arrangement and
general design, and we now pass on to the
construction.

It is necessary to construct the cabinet
first of all, as the
components of the
amplifier are actually
fixed to the inside of
the cabinet. First
obtain the following
pieces of plywood
1 -in. thick. Three
pieces 15 in. x
two pieces, 121 in. X
71 in. ; two pieces,
101 in. x 71 in. ;
four pieces, 71 in. X
14 in.; four pieces
71 in. x 11 -in. Four
pieces of wood 14 -in.
square and 44 in.

that the lid is 3 in. deep overall. It should
be pointed out that the top of the lid and
the bottom of the body are fitted inside
the sides.

It is advisable that the whole thing
should be pinned and glued and allowed to
set before cutting through. When this
has been done, the glue blocks may be

*

THE COMPONENTS REQUIRED
1 Benjamin 4 -pin " Vibrolder " valve holder.
1 Graham Parish 9 -pin valve holder.
1 Ferranti Q.P.P. L.F. transformer, type A.F.12C.
1 Varley 50,000 -ohm volume control, type C.P.159.
1 " Clix " 5 -pin chassis -mounting valve holder, with screw terminals.
1 Bulgin 5 -pin cable plug, type P.3.
1 Dubilier 2 -mid. fixed condenser, type B.B.
1 Graham Parish 30,000 -ohm " Ohmite " resistance in horizontal holder.
1 Garrard single -spring gramophone motor, No. 20.
1 Graham Parish pick-up, without volume control.
1 Coil B.R.G. " Quikon " connecting wire.
6 " Clix " wander -plugs.
1 Belling & Lee wander -lase.
2 Belling & Lee accumulator spades:
Flex, screws, etc.
Wood, hinges, and stay for cabinet.

long are required for
the feet, and also some small glue blocks.
Half -inch quadrant may be used for these.

The method of construction of the cabinet
may be seen from the diagram of the motor
board. it is made up as a completely en-
closed box, and then cut in two to form
the body and the lid. It should be cut so

HOW THE PARTS ARE DISPOSED AND CONNECTED
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Very few parts are required and the uhole construction is a simple matter. The actual mounting of
components and wiring should take but a few hours.

*

glued inside. The glue'blocks in the corners
of the body should finish t in. from the top
edge, thus forming a stop for the motor
board.

The feet are fitted in the four corners of
the cabinet so that they raise it 24 in.
5Yese should be glued on the outside and
pinned from the inside. The remaining
piece of plywood, 15 in. x 13 in., is the
motor board.

This must be cut to fit in the top of the
body of the cabinet, drilled to take the
motor and pick-up, and finally hinged to
the inside of the back of the cabinet. The
lid is fitted by means of back -flap hinges.

arm for the lid is fitted to the
right-hand side looking from the front.

That concludes the construction of the
cabinet, and it only remains to cut the
hole for the winding handle, which is 14 in.
down from the top edge of the cabinet, and
also the one -inch diameter hole in the back
for the loudspeaker socket.

The lid and motor board should now be
removed, and the components mounted in
the cabinet and wired up. There is nothing
complicated in the mounting or wiring,
but it must be pointed out that it is essential
that the components should be mounted
exactly as in the diagram, otherwise the
motor may foul the other components.
Make sure that the loudspeaker socket is
wired correctly, as it has both H.T. and
L.T. connected to it.

Arranging the H.T. Taps.
Having completed the wiring the lid

and motor board may be replaced, the
batteries placed in position, and the pick-up
connected to see that everything fits. if
everything is in order the batteries may ha
connected up and the finished job trial
out.

The battery voltages must be carefully
arranged. The L.T. is quite normal, and
the G.B. connections are G.B. + to G.B. +
on grid -bias battery, G.B. - 1 to G.B. -
3 volts, and G.B. - 2 to G.B. -9 volts.
The H.T. connections, however, are rather
abnormal.
" On the Mazda Q.P.240 valve used you
will find that on one side of the base it has
the letter A, whilst on the other side is
the letter B. It is these letters to which
H.T. + A and H.T. + B refer in the

(Continued on next page.)
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How to Make
A COMPLETE

"GRAMO " UNIT
(Continued from previous pate.)

diagrams. Above these letters on the base
are letters on the glass envelope, and it is
these letters which decide what voltage to
apply to H.T. + A and H.T. ± B. These
voltages are obtained from the leaflet
supplied with the valve, and must be
correctly applied. The other valve (VI),
by the way, is a Marconi or Osram HL2K.

ACCESSORIES.
LOUDSPEAKER:

W.B. Stentorian Senior (in cabinet).
BATTERIES:

H.T. 120 -volt Drydex H.1059.
L.T. 2 -volt Exide P.0.2.
G.B. 9 volts.

*
The battery specified has a total voltage

of 120-114v. H.T. and '6v. G.B. Actually
the whole is used as H.T. So connect
H.T. - to .G.B..- 6, and H.T. + 120. to
114v. on battery. The intermediate tappings
will then be six volts more than the
markings. Allowance must be made for
this when deciding the voltages for H.T.
-4- A and H.T. + B.

For example, if the specified voltage is,
say, 96 volts, the tapping
used on the battery will be
that marked 90.

It is important that these
voltages should be correct to
within two or three volts, and
consequently it is essential to
use a H.T. battery which is
tapped at frequent intervals.
Even with the battery speci-
fied it may not be possible to
apply the exact voltage recom-
mended by the valve manu;
facturers, but it is possible
to obtain a voltage correct to
within 11 volts, which is
perfectly satisfactory.

Provides Easy Matching.
The whole object of each

individual Q.P. 240 having
different screen voltages
recommended is to obviate
the necessity of matching by
means of a milliammeter,
which a large number of
constructors do not possess.
Some of those that do would
possibly find some difficulty
in matching by this means.

Although the L.T. switching
arrangement has already been
mentioned, the connections
of the 5 -pin cable plug will
now be given in detail. Con-
nect the two filament pins
together by means of a short
length of well -insulated wire.
Connect a black flexible lead
to the grid pin and another
black flexible lead to the
anode pin, of the cable plug.
Connect a red flexible to the
centre pin. These leads

should, of course, be of sufficient length to
connect to the loudspeaker, wherever it
might be situated. The file ends of these
leads are connected as follows : One
black lead to A' terminal of loudspeaker,
the remaining black lead to

C' terminal of loudspeaker,
and the red lead to the B '
terminal of loudspeaker.

The upper switch arm on
the loudspeaker should be
set to ' D, and the lower
one to ' H.R.' This gives
the approximate impedance
for the output valve.

If a loudspeaker other than
that specified is used it will
be necessary to connect it
according to the maker's
instructions for Q.P.P. out-
put., It should be pointed out
that the correct load for the
Q.P. 240 is 16,000 ohms.

Excellent Quality.
Everything should now

be in order to obtain a sur-
prisingly large output of
really excellent quality. In our opinion
the balance of the output is just
right without any top cutting devices
across the output. However, if the " top "
is considered too pronounceI, the usual
condenser and resistance arrangement may
be used to suppress it.

,The volume control works in the normal
way. That is, volume is increased by
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turning the control knob clockwise. Such
is the reserve of power, that, with the
majority of records, it, will be necessary to
keep the volume control well back to pre-
vent overloading. Even the quietest

ONE CORNER OF THE AMPLIFIER

Most of the parts are fitted in one corner, as shown in this photo-
graph. The nine -pin valve holder is for the Q.P.P. valve.

records will give an output more than
sufficient to load the output valve.

It should be pointed out that the ampli-
fier is suitable for use with a pick-up only,
and is not suitable as an amplifier following
other valves, as the input circuit is
unsuitable. It would be necessary to
alter the grid circuit of V1 in such an
instance.

THE BUILDING OF THE BOX IS NOT DIFFICULT
Nerisre.r
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The cabinet dimensions are clearly shown above, together with the drilling details for mounting the clockwork motor. The
corner glue blocks ehould be so fitted as to form supports for the motor board.
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A NEW SHORT-WAVE DEVELOPMENT
Details of Mpjor Armstrong's latest system for use on wavelengths

of the order of six metres.

By J. C. JEVONS
SH 0 R T -W A V E enthusiasts in the

neighbourhood of New York have
been puzzled recently by certain weird

manifestations in the ether, on and near the
six -metre mark. The mystery has recently
been solved by the announcement that
Major E. H. Armstrong, the well-known
radio pioneer, has perfected a new system of
ultra -short-wave signalling.

The signals are transmitted as frequency -
variations on a six -metre carrier wave, and
for that reason cannot be heard intelligibly
on the standard type of set, which is, of
course, only intended to handle ordinary
modulated signals. Hence the mystification
of the local short-wave " fans."

THE FREQUENCY SPREAD

Fig. 1. Illustrating the frequency spread of an
incoming signal after it has passed through the
intermediate frequency stage of a superhet. The,
shaded portion corresponds with " tube -noise ".

Although Major Armstrong's plan involves
the use of a special kind of receiver, this
should prove no bar to its success, provided
it does in fact provide a definitely better
service. The waveband below ten metres
is the fnture home of high -definition tele-
vision and will, almost certainly, also
accommodate the corresponding sound
programmes, so that one must expect
it to be the field of intensive development
in the near future.

The Valve Noise Problem.
It is not possible, for instance, to repro-

duce high -definition pictures on the same
type of receiver as we use for medium -
wave broadcasting and, in the same way,
it is likely that the introduction of ultra -
short -wave sound -transmissions will bring
other special kinds of circuits in its train.

As already mentioned, Major Armstrong
has thrown over the usual method of
transmission by amplitude -modulation- in
favour of a new system of frequency -
modulation. Naturally his receiving
circuits are also designed to respond to
variations in frequency instead of to
variations in amplitude.

The object of all this is to increase the
normal " reach " of wavelengths of the
order of six metres. In the ordinary way
one would attempt to do this by boosting
up the amount of H.F. amplification used
at the receiving end. But the solution is
not so simple.

Suppose for a moment we transfer the
problem to medium -wave broadcasting, and
attempt to bring in a, station a little

*

beyond the ordinary reach of the set. As we
all know from bitter experience, the point
soon comes when further amplification
simply increases the general background of
" atmospherics " until it completely blots
out the desired signal.

Strangely enough, the same trouble does
not arise on wavelengths below the ten -
metre mark, because the amount of static
in this part of the ether is comparatively
small. But unfortunately we meet another
kind of trouble, namely that due to " tube "
noise, which is caused by the irregular way
in which electrons are liberated from the
filament inside the valve. Instead of coming
off in a perfectly smooth stream, they are
produced in a series of spurts, which give
rise to amplitude variations in the output
current.

Up to a certain point these only make
themselves felt as a high-pitched hiss,"
but as the amplification is pushed up and
up the hiss gradually develops into a
pronounced " roar," which in the end
completely masks the distant signal.

Wide Sideband Coverage.
As is well known, signals transmitted in

the ordinary way produce side -bands which
we will assume for purposes of illustration
spread for some 10 kc. on each side of the
carrier wave and no more. But by using
his system of frequency -modulation Major
Armstrong produces side -bands which cover
a much wider area. Actually they spread for
no less than 50 kc. on each side of the
carrier.

SECOND DETECTOR STAGE

Fig. 2. The second detector stage of the Arm-
strong superhet receiver. The two valves are so
arranged that they " add " the signals due to fre-

quency variation over a range of 100 kc.

Without going into the process of
modulation in detail, it can be stated that
once the microphone signal has been
converted into a frequency -modulated wave,
the spread of the resulting side -bands can
be increased to any desired extent simply
by passing the modulated wave through a
series of frequency -multiplying valves.

Fig. 1 shows the frequency spread of the
incoming signal after it has passed through
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an intermediate -frequency stage of the
superhet receiving set. It will be seen that
the signal extends from 150 to 250 kc.,
that is, it covers 50 ke. on each side of the
200-kc. mark to which the I.F. circuit is
tuned. The narrow " shaded " portion
corresponds to " tube noise," which being of
the nature of an amplitude -modulated
signal-or rather disturbance-is shown
limited to a 10-kc. side -band spread.

Fig. 2 shows the second detector stage of
the Armstrong superhet receiver. The
valve V has an input circuit LC, which is
tuned to 150 kc. so that its reactance, i.e.,
its rectifying action, is zero at this fre-
quency. But for higher frequencies its
reactance increases, as shown by the curve
A in Fig. 1, until it reaches a value 0 M at
250 kc. Similarly the input circuit Li, C,
of the second valve VI is tuned to 250 kc.
so that it does not build up any signal
voltage at that point. But, as will be seen
from the curve B in Fig. 1, its reactance
increases in the opposite direction to that of -

the first valve, until it reaches a value 0 M I
at 150 kc.

Cancelling Out the Background.
The two valves are so arranged that they

" add " the signals due to frequency.
variation over the whole range between
150 and 250 kc. But for the undesired
amplitude -variations caused by tube noise
(shown by the shaded area in Fig. 1) the
two valves V, VI rectify in push-pull, i.e.,
in opposition, so that this source of trouble
is almost completely wiped out.

By so arranging matters that the desired
signal produces a much greater effect on
the receiver than any disturbance (more
especially tube noise) that can arise from
any amplitude -variation, Major Armstrong
succeeds in removing the limit normally set
on the use of intensive H.F. amplification.

IS THE B.B.C. POPULAR ?
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your contributor, L. Marsland Gander,
who writes in " Popular Wireless " on " Is the
B.B.C. Popular ? " is certainly on the target when
he attributes the general feeling of dissatisfaction
with the B.B.C. to their " take it or leave it "
attitude.; but certain other of his remarks are not,
in my opinion, quite so near to the mark.

The suggestion that listeners should telephone
to Broadcasting House and give their views after a
broadcast would not result in a representative
opinion ; telephone subscribers arc in the minority=
being mostly business and professional people-and
I Jannot visualise Bill the Dustman leaving his
hearth to dash round the corner to the nearest
telephone kiosk with " tuppence " in his list ; and
what about the provincials ?

Similarly, the postcard idea fails; the very
people (rare enthusiasts) who now send the futile
letters will send the postcards.

The present dictatorial attitude of the B.B.C.
can be overcome only by the withdrawal of the
monopoly and the creation of a competitive claim
to the licence revenue; and I believe this can be
successfully achieved without resort to the system
of propaganda and advertisements.

When the present oharter of the B.B.C. expires,
in 1936, it should be renewed, with the present
policy and directorate, with the proviso that, in
1037, the amount of their share of the licence revenue
will be governed by the votes of licence -holders.
At the same time another broadcasting system to be
inaugurated, subject to a charter identical with that
of the B.B.C. ; but-and this is the principal point-
with a director who holds views on public entertain-
ment requirements in absolute antithesis to those of
Sir John Reith-C. B. Cochran is my suggestion.

The plebiscite could be easily and economically
operated through the machinery of the present
licence system. A ballot form, with the estimated
revenue to be apportioned thereon, could be printed
on the back of the licence, on which the holder would
be required to record his vote relating to the per-
centage to be allotted to either system, and surrender
to the Post Office when purchasing a new licence.

The extra expenditure on service, of course,
implies that the Treasury will have to remove its
voracious tentacles from this source of revenue.

Yours truly, A. EYktose,
75, Breedon Street,

I Long Eaton, Notts.
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ONCEan aeroplane 1(
is in the air the
only link be-

tween the pilot and
the aerodrome is
through the ether.
Wireless brings him
the latest weather
reports, keeps him in-
formed of any sudden

SHOWING THE WAY HOME
The latest recruit to the ranks of aircraft aids is the cathode-ray tube.
In this article it is shown how recent research has enabled the
tube to be used to provide immediate indication of his position to the

pilot of an aeroplane.

changes to be ex-
pected along the route, and generally serves
as guide, counsellor and friend throughout
the flight

Thanks to recent developments in the
art of direction -finding wireless is beginning
to take over more and more of the duties
of navigating officer. It is possible, for
instance, to map out the whole of the airway
with long-distance radio beams, which
serve to keep the machine automatically
on its proper course by giving audible, or
visible, warning signals of any deviation to
port or starboard. Such a scheme is par-
ticularly useful at night or during fog, when
the usual navigation lights are blacked out.

Special Guiding Beams.
One of the biggest risks any pilot has to

face is that of landing in a bad fog. Here
he can be helped by 3 -metre radio "beams,"
which are transmitted vertically to mark
out the boundaries of the landing field.
Immediately after crossing this .` wall "
of short waves the approaching plane picks
up a short-wave " landing " beam which is
inclined tit such an angle that it auto-
matically brings the machine safely to the
ground. All these operations are performed
" automatically " in the sense that the
pilot steers entirely by the readings of
radio indicators mounted on the dash-
boardof the plane. The method is so
reliable that hundreds of " blind landings "
have been made with the pilot seated
inside a " hooded " cockpit, so that he
cannot see outside the machine.

In the absence of long-distance

ON THE MAP

The intersection of the lines, from the two beacon
stations A and B, indicates the position of the

plane P.

" guiding " beams it is very easy for a pilot,
when flying in fog, to lose his way en route.
The usual procedure then is for him to
" call " for his bearings.

His transmitted signals are promptly
" analysed " by a frame aerial at one of
the recognised D.F. land stations, so as
to get the line " of the machine from that
particular station. Meanwhile, a " cross
bearing " is being taken from a second

. D.F. observation post, which telephones
the result to the first station. Here the

two bearings are set out on a map so that
their point of intersection shows where the
aeroplane is located, and the required
information is then transmitted back by
wireless to the pilot.

The whole observation naturally takes
some time to complete. So that before his
" position " is transmitted back to him the
pilot may be many miles away.

The method is quite practicable for sea
navigation,' because the speed of a ship is

ALWAYS VISIBLE

Here a transparent map has been placed on the
cathode -ray -tube screen, and the position of the
plane is shown by the intersection of the scanning
lines ME and B'Y. The position of the plane

is thus constantly visible.

comparatively slow ; but for air navigation
time " is the essence of the contract,"
and the required information must be
available quickly if it is to be of real service.

Experts of the. Radio Research Board
have tackled this problem from a new angle,
and, by bringing the cathode-ray tube to
their assistance, have developed a scheme
which allows a pilot to ascertain his position
in the air automatically at any time.

The bearings are taken in the air instead
of on land, and the two readings are
simultaneously combined on a map or
chart mounted on the dashboard of the
machine, so as to show the actual position
of the craft as it flies through the air.

Using The Cathode -Ray Tube.
This very useful result is obtained by

using the ordinary principles of wireless
direction -finding in combination with a
new and ingenious application of the
cathode-ray tube. As we all know, the
electron stream passing through the tube
can be made to trace out `a " line of light "
on the fluorescent screen if an A.C. voltage
is applied to one set of the control elec-
trodes. This is, in fact, part of the ordinary
scanning process in television.

Two frame aerials mounted on the aero-
plane pick up signals from two fixed beacon
stations on land, the pick-up voltages, after
amplification, being applied in rapid suc-
cession to the two pairs of deflecting
electrodes in a cathode-ray tube. In this
way the signals produce two "lines of light"
on -the fluorescent screen corresponding

* with the respective
directions of the
two land beacons.
The " lines " are re-
peated so quickly
that each " persists '
on the screen, and
their point of in-
tersection gives the
pilot his required
position.

The arrangement will be made clear by
referring to the three sketches. Fig. 1.

shows an aeroplane P flying over an area
of country covered .by the radiation from
two land " beacons " or transmitters,
marked A and B. Fig. 2 shows a trans-
parent map of the same area placed over
the fluorescent screen of the cathode-ray
tube on the dashboard of the aeroplane.
The points Al, B1 on the screen represent
the actual positions of the land beacons
A and B in Fig. 1.

How The Device Works.
The electron stream in the cathode-ray

indicator is so controlled that at one moment
it is zeroised at the point Al and the next
moment at point B'. Although it is being
continually changed over from one point
to the other, during the short time it is
zeroised at Al it is subjected to the in-
coming signals from beacon A, Fig. 1.
These deflect it along a line A1X which
indicates the " bearing " of beacon A
relative to the aeroplane. Similarly, when
the spot is zeroised at the point B', it is
subjected to signals from the second land
station B, which deflect it along a second
line B1Y, corresponding with the " cross
bearing " of that station relative to the
plane.

THE TUBE CIRCUIT

The fundamental cathode-ray indicator circuit
is shown above. F and F' are the two frame

aerials fitted in the plane.

The pilot sees both lines AIX and B'Y
simultaneously, and. therefore knows that
his position is at the point P where they
cross on the map.

Fig. 3 shows the circuit arrangement of
the cathode-ray indicator. A constantly
rotating switch S operates contacts K to
alter the initial bias applied to the deflecting
electrodes D of the tube, so that the spot
of light is alternately centred first at the
point A1, Fig. 2, of the fluorescent screen,
and then at the point IP. Simultaneously
contacts M shunt condensers C C1 across
the two frame -aerials F F1, so as to change
the tuning alternately from the transmitter
A to transmitter B.
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" SOUNDING " THE
STRATOSPHERE

(Continued from page 39.)

It is perhaps more important, from the
meteorologists' point of view, to secure
information of atmospheric conditions
somewhat nearer to the earth's surface.

But the construction of a balloon designed
to carry passengers to an extreme height
is necessarily a costly affair, and the trip
itself involves a considerable risk to life.
Radio, however, comes to the rescue and
furnishes the required information at com-
paratively small cost and without danger.

In the first place, small " unnamed "
balloons fitted with automatic -recording
instruments were sent up until the decreas-
ing atmospheric pressure burst them. The

instruments were attached to small para-
chutes which brought them down to earth,
where readings were taken.

But this method of sky -sounding has
definite limitations. For instance, it can
only be carried out in clear weather, since
it is necessary to measure the maximum
height reached by the balloon by telescopic
observation from two or more stations on
the ground. Also, in unpopulated districts,
the parachutes often drift out of sight and
are difficult to recover.

Automatic Transmitter.
Most of these difficulties are now being

overcome by fitting the " sounding '
balloon with a miniature radio -transmitter.

The circuit used for the transmitter is
shown in Fig. 3, the main feature of interest
being the small rotating star -wheel S, which

PIFCO
TEST INSTRUMENTS

ENSURE
100% EFFICIENCY

FROM RADIO j
Buy to -day one 42'- Pifco Rota -
meter -de -Luxe (Moving -coil) or
one 29;'6 Rotameter (Moving -iron)
and you will receive a complete
set of 3 Pifco Valve Adaptors
costing 15,-, in velvet- lined case
for 7;6.
Either of these indispensable
instruments together with a
set of Valve Adaptors will
form a complete test set
which will ensure 100"; effici-
ency from your radio set at
all times.

PIFCO
VALVE ADAPTORS
Each adaptor has a 5 -pin base with
top sockets for " plug-in " testing
of 5, 7 or 9 -pin valves under work-
ing conditions without alteration
to set wiring. Four nickel -plated
terminals complete with strapping
links are fitted, to connect meter
In either grid or anode circuit of

valve.
Ask your dealer to -day to show you
Rotameters and Adaptors, or write for
Pifco Testmeter Folder, post free,
from FIFO° LTD., SHUDEHILL, MAN-
CHESTER, or 150, Charing Cross

Road, London, W.C.2.

PEICO

ROTAMETER -DE-LUXE
(0 Ranges including valve test)

Every conceivable test, including
valves, can be made with this
amazing instrument (400 volts -
500 ohms per volt). Finished in
black bakelite, complete with leads
and fitted in handsome velvet -
lined case. Price 42.-

ROTA METER
(9 Ranges including valve test)

Eight separate dials and valve
test available at the turn of a

knob. Size of each dial
11 ins. by in. Finished
in black bakelite, com-
plete with leads. Price

29/6.

ROTAMETERSandRADIOMETERS
PIFCO ON THE SPOT WILL TRACE YOUR TROUBLES LIKE A SHOT
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is used to modulate the carrier -wave with.
signals indicating the climatic conditions
experienced. The valve feeds a 10 -metre
carrier -wave to a suspended di -pole aerial.

The modulating wheel is driven at
constant speed by a small spring motor.
It is linked to a cylinder fitted with
contacts which periodically " explore" the
position of the indicating -needles of the
recording instruments, such as a thermo-
meter, a barometer, and a hygrometer.
Each movement of the needles alters the
effective tuning of the circuit, so that a
distinctive signal is sent out which caa
be continuously followed and interpreted
by ,the ground observer.

Fig. 4 is a graph showing the recorded
variation in temperature up to an elevation
of 17.5 km., or roughly 60,000 feet. It will
be seen that the temperature falls steadily
to a height of about 10 km. -the beginning
of the stratosphere-and then starts slowly
to increase.

NOTES ON TELEVISION
(Continued from page 32.)

waveband allotted is in the region of 10
metres. But only short -distance work
would be practicable on low power.

Is this a conceivable use for all these
30 -line discs and mirror -drums ? I don't
mean to say that the amateurs should only
just play at what the B.B.C. has been
doing for all these years, but I suggest
that it is not impossible that real improve-
ments in television technique might easily
come from an amateur, and the number of
scanning -lines he happens to be using at
the time doesn't necessarily matter.

At all events, a few 30 -line transmissions
in the 10 -metre amateur band would give
some of us a chance of testing out our
ultra -short-wave superhets and cathode-ray
equipment, even if they don't necessitate
anything like the band width that the high-
def. transmissions are going to do.

The amateur transmitter has a fine record
behind him when one surveys the develop-
ment of short. waves. What a pity that he
doesn't figure at all (so far) in the history of
television

The Design of Suitable Supers.
During the past few weeks I have

met. many people who are all ready with
ultra -short-wave superhets, but simply
don't know whether they are going to b3
good enough, because they have no regular
transmission to play with. Where such
people gather together, almost the sole
topic of conversation is the design of
suitable I.F. couplings.

At the present I am using ordinary
tuned -anode couplings with a tremendous
L/C ratio, the C " being little more than
the self -capacity of the coil and the
" strays " in the wiring. Others favour
the band-pass scheme, which is more
complicated to construct and adjust.

My own receiver gives a tremendous
output on local ultra -short-wave trans-
missions, but the noise -level seems disap-
pointingly high. No long-distance signals
have yet been heard on it, in spite of these
amazing reports that the German station
on the Brocken has been received in the
U.S.A., and that Argentina and Norway

.-are in regular communication on 7 metres.
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*
RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles
and photographs dealing with all radio subjects,
but cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts
or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A
stamped, addressed envelope must be sent

with every article.

SQUEALS FROM THE PICK-UP.
R. A. (Canterbury).-" Fitting the pick-up

proved no difficulty at all, so far as getting it
working was concerned. And we are delighted
with the records played this way. I But, oh,
how it squeals when the pick-up is touched !

" I cannot think there is anything really
wrong, as it works so well when reproducing
the records, But why does it squeal so ? And
what can I do to stop it, for at present the
pain of the " accompaniment " is greater than
the pleasure of the music ! "

To get rid of such squeals is usually quite a simple
matter, provided that the metal -enclosed type of
wire is used for the pick-up leads. There are various
kinds of screened wire, but if you can, use the sort
that has two leads, insulated, inside a metal coating.

The two leads then act as the respective wires for
the pick-up, and the separate coating should be
earthed. All the pick-up wiring, including even the -
short switch leads, is best enclosed in this manner.

In addition the frame of the pick-up should be
earthed, and any " troublesome " metal easing, this

* *
All Editorial communications should be
`addressed to the Editor, POPULAR WIRE-
LESS, Tallis. House, Tallis Street, London,

E.C.4.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates,

etc. to be addressed to the Advertisement
Oices, John Carpenter House, John Carpenter
Street, London, E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear
from time to time in this journal are the
outcome of research and experimental work
carried out with a view to improving the
technique of wireless reception. As much of '
the information given in the columns of this
paper concerns the most recent developments
in the radio world, 'sense of the arrangements,
and specialties described may be the subjects
of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the
trader would be well advised to obtain permis-
sion of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

*
generally being easily managed by means of a short
flex lead slipped under a screw, or soldtred.

The method, in fact, is simply to bring all the
stray metal parts that cause the squealing trouble to
earth potential (the same as your body's), so that
there are no stray capacity or conductive effects
caused by touching them. You should find it quite
easy, and possibly interesting, to achieve complete
freedom from hand effects.

WHY DOES IT NOW RUN HOT ?
S. E. F. (Wallington, Surrey).-" Can you

suggest any reason for a mains set, formerly
quite normal in every way, now becoming hot
soon after it is put in use ?

" It was built by an amateur set -builder,
but was a wonderfully good job, and for
power and quality quite equal to any manu-
factured set of the same number of valves
(three). And for eighteen months or so this
trouble of hot running never showed itself.

" For the last couple of months, however,
the back of the set gets noticeably hot (and
smelly) at the place near where the lead from
the wall -plug goes into the metal box thing.
But everything looks as usual, as far as I can
tell.

" There has been nothing whatever wrong
with the actual working of the set, which is,
as I say, as good as anyone could wish for, or
Could buy. But why does it now run hot ?

" I am afraid to leave it for long in anybody
else's charge, and as a matter of fact they are
a bit nervous of it, so we do not use it as much

as we should like to, because of 'this. I have
enquired of neighbours, and there is nothing
wrong with their sets, so ifcatinot be anything
to do with the electricity company, es I thought
it might. What ought I to do about it' ? '

You should not neglect it, as such symptoms defi-
nitely point to something wrong, and needing atten-
tion.

There is a. possibility that one of the mains voltage
adjusting tappings has been moved, and if so you
could probably put this right yourself.

Look at the leads going to the " metal -box " (after
you have pulled out the mains plug, of course) and
see if anything there appears to be accidentally
touching where ft should not : or if the connecting
plugs which go to the figured tapping -points have
been misplaced. (If, for example, your mains are
250 volts, and the plugs have accidentally got placed
in the " 200 " position; that would account for the
extra heat.)

Similarly, without the plugs themselves having
been altered, a heating effect might be caused by
the covering of a wire being broken, allowing " pro-
tected " wire to come into contact with something
from which it should be separated by the rubber
coating.

You may spot something of the kind at once, and
if so, and if it can obviously be remedied simply, that

should be tried. In which case there should be no
more bother.

But if you cannot see anything of this kind, or if
when you find something you are a little puzzled by
it, get an expert to look over the set for you. In fact,
that is the only safe course to pursue If you cannot
find something that can easily be put right, since it
is definitely imprudent to continue to run a set
which gets abnormally hot.

LOUDSPEAKER EXTENSION CAUSES
VALVE TROUBLE.

S. J. (Derby).-" My set is H.F , Det., and
Pentode, and since I have put in an ordinary
loudspeaker extension to another room, I have
had trouble. Three times the pentode has
become faulty, which it never did before.

" I never heard of a loudspeaker extension
making any difference before, but it is only
since I put this in that there has been any
trouble. I use the same speaker in both rooms,
'so it cannot be that it is unsuitable, as it is the
only one I have ever had, and was quite O.K.

(Continued on next page.)
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before. Can you suggest what may be doing
it ? "

We know of one thing which is likely to ruin a
pentode-and that is breaking its loudspeaker circuit
when the set is switched on. Have you been doing
that ? If so, that is your trouble. You must not
undo a pentode's loudspeaker leads unless the set is
off.

So the shifting of a loudspeaker plug, or the altera-
tion of leads while the set was on, may be the ex-
planation of your trouble.

SHOULD REACTION DECREASE THE
ANODE CURRENT?

C. D. 'P. (Mansfield).-" When trying the
stunt of a milliammeter in the detector's anode
lead for sharp tuning, I was surprised to
notice the effect of reaction on the readings
given.

" I find on all stations that if the reaction
is increased to make the programme louder,
the current reading on the milliammeter de-
creases. Should it not have the opposite
effect, and show greater current for the louder
response, due to reaction being increased ? "

Whether there will be an increase or a decrease
depends upon the type of detector used.- The
ordinary grid -leak -and -condenser type of detector
shows a decrease of mean anode current when it is
detecting strongly, but the anode bend type-even
if using the identical valve, as before-causes the
current to increase.

This Is true whether reaction is applied or not.
The effect of properly applied reaction is merely to
accentuate the grid voltages that are causing the
valve to detect ; in fact, that is the merit of reaction,
that it strengthens the set's input without radically
altering its nature.

It is to be expected, therefore, that whatever type
of detection is employed, the effect of reaction will be
to increase its characteristic indications on the
milliammeter. On an anode -bend set there will be
greater increases of current when reaction is applied
to a station tuned -in ; on a grid -leak -and -condenser
detector set, the tuning -in of a station will cause the
usual decrease in anode current.

POWER VALVE TAKING TOO MUCH
CURRENT.

J. N. (Amersham, Bucks.).-" I took the
opportunity of checking the current consumed
from the H.T. battery, trying each H.T. lead in
turn. The S.G. and the detector leads were
both right, but the remaining lead showed
excessive current.

" As this supplied both the L.F. valve and
the power valve it looked as though we should
have to do a bit of temporary re-witing, until
I remembered the stunt of pulling out the L.F.
valve, leaving only the power valve to measure.
It read exactly half as much again as it should
have done!

" Thinking it might be a dud smoothing
condenser -or something passing the extra
current, I switched off, and watched the
milliammeter needle, which went right back
to 0. So it seems it must be the valve itself
passing the extra current.

" Yet the G.B. battery voltages are up to
scratch (and a new battery gives exactly the
same results), and the power valve works
perfectly in my friend's set, and does not
appear to increase his anode current reading,
though to be sure, we have not tried it sep-
arately in his set, but only in conjunction with
the other valves.

." Can you suggest anything that might
cause an increased reading in my set, but not
in his ? "

It seems obvious that it is a question of grid bias
voltage, and you certainly did right in checking the
battery to see if it was up to scratch. But because
it shows no fault, that does not prove that the valve
is properly biased.

Is there a possibaity of a dud resistance or lead
in the grid circuit ? Anything that prevented the
proper application of the battery bias would account
for your trouble. Also, is there a coupling con-
denser ? If so, suspect its insulation, for if this is
faulty, and permits H.T. to get on to the grid, that
explains the excessive current.

SPOILT BY A CRACKLING NOISE.
F. E. (Grantham).-" I cannot understand

what is the matter -with my set since we moved
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into this house. It seems as though the move.
in had disturbed something; but I feel sure
this cannot be, because the greatest care was
taken to get it all packed very carefully.

" It travelled on my father's lap all the way,
and was taken more care of than some eggs
which came through at the same time without '
a crack ! But it does not work like it did
before. It is spoilt by a crackling noise.

" This is very disappointing as I have got
a better aerial than I was able to put up before.
I wish you would help me, as it is very dis-
appointing, and I cannot see anything wrong
with it. Every single wire and joint seems
perfect."

The crackling may not be anything to do with a
fault in the set, but it may be coming in from outside
somewhere. Pmaibly your new aerial is too close to
other wiring, or to leads from electrical machinery.

A quick test for this possibility may be made by
disconnecting the aerial and earth from the set, and
noting whether the crackles continue. If the noises
cease when the set is working without the external
wiring it will be proved that the set is all right, and
the interference is coming in from outside.

Crackles are sometimes caused by defective con-
tacts in this part of the wiring, so examine the
insulators, and any joints in aerial or earth that may
not be all that they seem.

If the set is run from the mains it may be that
these are not so " clean " as were your old ones-
" clean " being used in the sense of freedom from
extraneous noises. In such cases the local electrician
is usually able to suggest a cure from experience
with other listeners using the same mains, a very
usual cure or palliative being some form of H.F.
filter in the mains leads.

For a D.C. set, two fixed condensers of say .001
to -1 mid. capacity and high test voltage may be
connected in series across the mains leads. The
centre point of the two condensers, connected to
earth, completes this simple form of filter.

Other types of sets, where the interference is more
serious, may demand the use of special maims chokes.
Usually one of these is connected in each mains lead,
near the meter, and then condensers are used in
various ways to complete the filter. But, as we
said, much depends on previous experience with
these particular mains, so the advice of the local man
is generally invaluable.

When interference on a battery or a mains set is
thought to be due to adjacent electrical apparatus
the best plan is to write to the B.B.C., and give
details of the trouble.

The Post Office and the B.B.C. work in conjunction
to remove this form of nuisance, and you will Bad
they wilt gladly render you all the help they can.

" EATING AWAY THE ACCUMULATOR
TERMINALS."

G. P. (Long Stratton):-" What with
holidays and one thing and another, the set
had been standing uncared-for for a couple
of months, and when it was examined there
was a kind of white deposit eating away the
accumulator terminals.

" I have tried to scrape it off, but am
afraid of more damage. Is there an easy way
of removing it ? "

Yes. Dissolve a couple of tablespoonfuls of ordinary
washing soda in hot water, and soak a rag with this.
Then wipe the terminal thoroughly with the rag,
taking your time about it, so as to give the soda a
chance to dissolve the " rust."

You will find it possible to get the terminal quite
clean again without any trouble, and after that a
liberal coating of petroleum jelly, renewed when
necessary, will prevent a recurrence of the trouble.

" WELL DONE,
BIRMINGHAM !
(Continued from page 34.)

isn't altogether " Festival." I, too, have found it
" funereal " in the past.

The excellent acoustic qualities of the Kelvin
Hall, Glasgow, were very apparent, I thought, in the
Marius B. Winter's 5.15 p.m. relay.of dance music.

In Henry Hall's stead we have been hearing a
variety of first-class dance bands, and it is inevitable
that we should compare them. I must  say that
Charlie Kunz has pleased me most, while Marius.
Winter runs him a close second.

What a fine selection of good dance tunes there are
these days I don't remember a period when there
were so many good tunes going at once.

I was pleased to see, after my comments about
its inactivity, the Mobile Unit van busy again. It.
was the British Association that aroused it from its
lethargy, strange as this may sound.

C. B.
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USING GAS -FILLED
VALVES

(Continued front page 40.)

valve fires and discharge takes place just
when required. In practice the valve is set
to run slightly slow so that the arrival of
the synchronising signal trips the relay and
provides discharge or fly -back of the spot
at the right moment.

The synchronising is applied to both
valves, in the first case being at 2,500 times
a second, and the valve discharges at this
rate (giving 100 lines 25. times a second),
while in the other the synchronising is 25
times a second and the valve discharges
at this rate. In practice the two valves are
linked to a certain extent, so that the
added kick of the 2,500 valve discharging on
its 100th discharge will be added to the
25 impulse on each picture scan. The 2,500
impulses are said to be .01.1 line scan im-
pulse and the 25 the picture or frame
synchronising impulses.

The Synchronising Pulses.
The synchronising is obtained from the

output of the radio set used for vision
reception, the output being divided into
:two parts, one for the synchronising and
the other to modulate the shield of the
cathode-ray tube to control the brightness
of the spot and so to produce the picture.

So much for the basis of the resistance -fed
time base. As we explained last time, the
resistance -fed condenser can be pretty
linear in its charging rate, but in practice
it is found that there are other methods.
For instance, if the discharge condenser is
fed through a screen the result can
be made much more linear, and control of
speed is obtained by altering the screen
voltage. (Fig. 4.)

As before, the grid bias of the discharge
valve controls the voltage at which the
discharge takes place, and therefore the
maximum voltage provided across the
deflectors, or the distance of spot travel.

The rate of charge that is, the speed of
travel of, the spot-is controlled by the
screen potential of the screen pentode valve.

Deflector -Voltage Requirements.
It is interesting to remember when dis-

cussing the voltage regulation of the scan-
ning circuit that a representative cathode-
ray tube requires a deflector voltage of
about 4 volts per millimetre movement of
the spot.

Tubes vary in sensitivity, of course, but
for an average picture scan of some 8 inches
we should want 800 volts.

The pentode -fed - discharge - valve time
base is the basis on which we shall produce
the final time base in a future article.
The time base for high definition on 240
lines will not 'be quite so simple an affair
as that just discussed, but if you get
quite au fait with the working principles of
the one just dealt with you will not have
any great difficulty in understanding the
more involved time base to come.
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WITH THE
EXPERIMENTER

(Continued from page 33.)

large town flats and buildings are mighty
good conductors of the pestilential radia-
tions you curse as " man-made static."

An indoor aerial is not merely screened
from the wanted signals, but, in addition
to that potent cause of a high noise level,
is apt to pick up the much nearer at hand
interfering radiations. Is it any wonder,
then, that a simple change over from an
indoor to an outdoor aerial so often works
a magical improvement in static -ridden
reception ?

One reason why more folk do' not adopt
this simple remedy, or at least palliative,
against local static background is, I strongly
suspect, due to the enormous field strength
of the most tuned signal-the local. A
really high field strength signal, even when
heavily screened from the aerial in which
it is setting up a voltage, will still drown
out the static -because it is all a matter of
ratio, and the ratio of wanted to unwanted
radiations is then high.

But what about foreigners ? Even the
B.B.C. admits that much of the fun of
owning a wireless set is lost if the listener is
for ever prevented from tuning -in foreigners
free from heavy background. In sticking
to a highly screened aerial you are paying
a much heavier price than you need.

Using a Screened Down -Lead.
Of course, if the interference is coming,

like the signal, from an outside source, the
change over from indoor to outdoor aerial
may, actually worsen conditions. The thing
to do then is to put up the aerial well out-
side the admittedly limited field of baneful
influence of the machine, and to bring in
the " clean " signals via a modern screened
down -lead, such as you have read about
many times.

But all I wanted to do in this little article
-and I hope I have succeeded-is to draw
renewed attention to the unnecessarily
fierce sufferings of those who, plagued with
"man-made static," insist on using the worst
possible form of aerial for their condition-
the indoor aerial.

If you want to know more why not write
to the B.B.C.'s Engineering Information
Department ? And to the Post Office
Engineering Department, of Armour House,
SCMartin's-le-Grand, London, E.C.1.

THE EXPERIMENTER

A HIGH -SELECTIVITY
BAND-PASS TUNER

THE full results which are obtainable, using the
latest advances in component tedhnique, with

a mere three valves arranged in the familiar H.F.
det., L.F. formation are really quite extraordinary,
though they are seldom fully realised by constructors.
This is largely because of the difficulties of obtaining
maximum efficiency in the H.F. section. Particu-
larly does that apply when single -dial tuning is
attempted. It is true that ganged coils skilfully
matched are available and also that condensers of
the ganged type are extraordinarily well made these
days; but there still remains the teaming of these
individual items with the others required.

The difficulties are even greater when band-pass
tuning is tackled, although the merits of the system
are beyond question when it is properly applied.

But all this does not mean that the constructor
cannot hope to achieve the higher degrees of efficiency
in his home -assembled sets. He can do so just as
easily as it is possible for him to arrange a single
L.F. stage to give as good a performance as any
which may be included in a factory -built ts'..

The device which renders it possible for him to
build a band-pass H.F. det. L.F. with great facility
but without the necessity of special care or knowledge
in the disposal of H.F. circuits, is the J.B. "Linacore "
Band-pass Tuneranade by Messrs. Jackson Brothers
(London), Ltd.

This forms in one unit practically the whole of
the H.F. section of a set. There are the three
modern iron -cored coils tuned by a J.B. " Nugang

WELL DESIGNED

The J.B. " Linacore " Band-pass Tuner forms in
one unit practically the whole of the H.P. section

of a set.

condenser having a fine horizontal scale and a
smooth slow-motion action. Concentrically with the
knob of this is the knob for controlling reaction.
Another two knobs concentrically arranged give the
on -off and wavechanging control and radiogram
switching.

The complete outfit is contained in the one neat
and extremely well -engineered unit. All the wiring
is complete internally, an there remain only the
terminals to connect to the few other parts required
for the complete set.

,tessrs. Jackson Brothers have three full-size
blue prints showing the practical application of the
unit and these include full explanatory details of
all the wiring, and so on. They are available for
fourpence, post free, on application to that firm at
72, St. Thomas's Street, London Bridge, S.E.1.

The results given by a three -valve set using the
" Linacore " New Model Type B.P.U. are most
impressive. The selectivity is definitely of a very
high order and, just as is claimed, is comparable with
that of a super. There is, in addition, a first-class
response so long as, of course, the L.F. stage is a
good one. The reproduction given by a properly
designed band-pass set such as is possible with the
" Linacore " wants to be heard to be believed.
It certainly shows up very well against all but the
most expensive supers.

You will shortly see in " P.W." a practical e:'.«
pression of our opinion of the component, for we are
at the moment designing a new set around it.

STARS IN THE MAKING
(Continued from page 37.)

wonderful. He and his assistants might be
ever so helpful in telling pupils where they
were wrong, but such efforts could not
possibly compare with the irrefutable proof
offered by an instant " play -back."

Indeed, it is because everything a novice
does wrong is so vividly brought home to
him that the length of time taken in the
coaching is so greatly shortened.

If ever I were asked to broadcast-or
offered to do so-I should remember many
" don'ts " of delivery even after making
those two records. For, quite frankly, I
sounded appalling. I spoke too quickly,
I interrupted when I should have remaineil
quiet, I was much too voluble in my
remarks, and altogether I was a com-
plete " frost " as a radio turn !

Towards the end of the record Mr. Fryer
was saying that he had even cured someone
of an American accent ; and I suggested
that he ought to meet all Americans when
they landed at Plymouth or Southampton
and do the same for them.

This, curiously enough, sounded quite
funny. But I came away with the feeling
that, while I personally shall not inflict
myself on listeners, here at the L. S. B. is
a way for others to do so-and with much
less subsequent pain at the receiving end.
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TECHNICAL
JOTTINGS

*

Items of interest to every radio
enthusiast

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Testing Electrolytic Condensers.
I said something in these Notes the other

day about electrolytic condensers, and
several readers have asked me how it is
possible to test the capacity of these con-
densers, since they are only intended for
polarised voltage and cannot be tested by
methods which apply to the ordinary paper
or mica condensers.

As a matter of fact, electrolytic con-
densers have to be tested by special methods
owing to the fact, amongst other things.
that they normally pass a small leakage
current and so would not hold a charge
for any appreciable length of time. As you
know, the simplest of all methods of testing
an ordinary condenser is to charge it up to
known potential difference between the
plates and then to discharge it through
what is called a " ballistic " galvonometer,
the discharge giving a swing of the needle
from which, knowing the characteristics
of the instrument, the capacity of the
condenser can easily be calculated. This
depends, however, upon the condenser
holding its charge for an appreciable time,
and is not applicable-at any rate not in
any reliable way-to an electrolytic
condenser.

Alternating Voltages.
Another method is to use alternating

voltage and to measure the current through
the condenser ; but this, again, is not really
suitable because, as you know, an elec-
trolytic condenser allows current to pass
quite freely in one direction and the appli-
cation of alternating current really treats
the condenser as a rectifier and is liable to
damage it.

A method which is generally adopted is
to apply an alternating voltage, but with
a battery or other source of steady D.C.
voltage in series with it, in such a way that
the alternating voltage varies in amount
but never changes its polarity. The current
through the condenser is measured and the
voltage is also checked up by means of an
alternating current voltmeter. From these
readings and, of course, the frequency of
the applied voltage, the effective capacity
of the condenser can be determined.

Bypassing Cathode Bias Resistances.
Someone has asked me if it is necessary

to bypass the cathode bias resistance in a
mains L.F. valve.

Personally I think a bypass condenser
should always be used in this position,
although I have often been told that it is
possible to do away with the condenser. I
advise amateur constructors to use the
condenser, however, although one can quite
understand that manufacturers, anxious to
keep down costs in every detail, would be
glad to be able to leave out a condenser of
this size. I should mention that the con-
denser must be large, something like 50 mfds.,
but it can be an electrolytic type, of course,
with positive to cathode.

(Continued on next page.)
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1935-36 RADIO ON EASY TERMS
Please state requirements, and quotations, with illustrated

literature, will be sent free by return of post.
VALVES

S.G. Get. and Power, any
make. Cash price 21.5.0,
or 5/- with order, and 5
monthly payments of 4/6.
Every type of A . C t
Battery or Universal
valve supplied on easy

terms.
H.T. ELIMINATOR

with trickle charger.
ATLAS T.10/30 (3o milli -
amp). Cash price 83.9.6,
or 5/- with order and 12
monthly payments of 5'11.

Heayberd Products supplied
on similar terms.

The

AMAZING 1936
STENTORIANS

Delivery from Stock.

MODEL 36S
Cash price 82.2.0, or 2/6
with, order and 11 monthly
payments of 4/-.

MODEL 36J
Cash price 81.12.6, or 2/6
with order and 11 monthly
payments of 3/-.

DUPLEX MODEL
Cash price 84.4.0, or 7/6
with order and 11 monthly
payments of 7/8.

AVOMINOR TEST METER. Kits of parts for all NEW LISSEN
A most valuable instrument en - "Popular Wireless" SHORT-WAVE 3 KIT
abling faults to be rapidly traced. sets supplied on the

(world-wide reception)Cash Price 82.0.0, or 2/6 with lowest terms avail -
and 10 monthly payments Cash price 83.9.6 or 6/4 with order

of 4/3 able. and 11 monthly payments of 6/4.
Cash and C.O.D. Orders dispatched same day.

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

[ ESTE' -1925 THE IPHONENAT1977.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLYra
11,0AT LANE ,NOBLE ST ,LONOON,E.C.2

A Book of Thrills
and Interest

In this superb boy's hook are hundreds of
marvellous photographs from all over the
world. Here are fascinating pictures and
facts, explanations of modern inventions,
true stories of inventors and discoverers,
and a host of exciting features from which
every boy will derive interest and pleasure.
Ask for

The Boy's Book of

WONDER and
INVENTION

Edited by Charles Ray
At all Newsagents and Booksellers.

There was a young man
of Shegness

A Wireless -FIEND!
More or less 1

All day he would tinker-
This clever young

thinker-
With FLUXITE and

GUN-no mess !

See that FLUXITE Is always by you-in the
house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers - in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
-complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " soft "
soldering and ask for Leaflet on CASE-
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING

TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will NOT
keep round and true

unless the spokes are tied with fine wire
at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This
makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple
-with PLITRITE- but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages.

Price

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
I FLIIXITE, LTD., DIRT. 324, DRAGON WOEXII, I

BERMONDSEY STREET, S.E.1.
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TECHNICAL JOTTINGS
(Continued from previous page.)

Smaller Sets.
The trend of modern set designs has been

not only to make sets smaller ,and more
compact, but also to reduce the current
consumption and so to make it possible to
use a portable set, for example, with much
smaller batteries. Z have often been asked
whether it would not be possible to design
a set, giving quite a good respectable power
output, and consuming not more than
perhaps 6 milliamps of H.T. current. It is,
if the static current only is meant in this
figure. Q.P.P. output can be used and a
great saving achieved.

Transformer Screening.
A reader asks me what is meant by a

screened transformer or, rather, a trans-
former with screened primary. This is not
the first time I have been asked this ques-
tion and it is evident that some people
think that if the primary of the transformer
is screened this will prevent the inductive
effect from passing between primary and
secondary and will prevent the transformer
from functioning properly.

At first sight you might think this, but
the fact is that the screening is not for the
purpose of preventing the passage of low -
frequency impulses but for preventing H.F.
currents from getting into the circuit,
usually from the mains leads. For the
screening a thin- sheet of copper foil, or
even a single winding of copper wire, is
included between the primary and
secondary of the transformer. The effect
of this on the normal working of the trans-
former is practically negligible, whilst it
has the effect of keeping out very largely
the unwanted stray high -frequency impulses.

Keeping Out H.F. Currents.
So; you see, it is really a special kind of

screen intended for special purposes. It is
usually connected to earth, by the way. If
it were a thick iron screen, or even if it
were a completely closed conductor, it
would have a very definite effect on the
ordinary working of the transformer.

Oscillation.
I don't know whether you have noticed

that we do not hear nearly so many com-
plaints nowadays about sets oscillating
and causing trouble to neighbouring set
users.

In the early days of broadcasting this
was one of the main troubles, and many of
you will remember P. P. Eckersley's almost
pathetic entreaties to the listening public,
in his capacity as Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C., to avoid this kind of interference,
which at one time threatened to be a very
serious drawback indeed to radio reception.

As the power of broadcast transmitters has
increased, and as the sensitivity of high -
frequency amplifying stages has increased
also, the need for reaction has been reduced,
and with it the oscillation nuisance has for
all practical purposes disappeared. It is
curious how these problems have a way of
solving themselves, in the natural course of
events, as it were.

Discharge Lamps.
Some very interesting information has

just been sent to me by the G.E.C. with
regard to the new street lighting which
you have noticed on many of the arterial
roads. Although not directly a wireless
matter, these lamps have a close similarity,
in some respects, to radio valves, and the
principle of thermionic emission has been
made use of in the development of the
lamps.

No doubt you know that in an ordinary
electric lamp the amount of energy which
is dissipated in the form of heat is

*
NEXT WEEK

HOW TO BUILD
A

SELECTIVE D.C.
SET

Full details will appear in "Popular
Wireless" on Sale Sept. 25th.

-*
enormously greater than that which is
converted into useful light. Consequently
the efforts of the research engineers have
been devoted for many years to increasing
the percentage of the total energy consumed
by the lamp, which is turned out ultimately
in the form of light radiation ; in other
words, to reducing the heat wastage and so
increasing the efficiency of the lamp,
reckoned as input energy against light
output.

Heat Wastage.
The theoretical ideal, of course, is the

" cold " light, which is all light .without any
heat wastage. This has never been achieved
artificially and the nearest approach
appears to be the gas discharge tube,

The new G.E.C. " Osiri " lamp, which
is the one referred to above, is a develop-
ment of the gas -discharge lamp and in-
volves, three different principles ingeniously
worked together. It consists of a glass
tube about 6 in. in length, at each end of
which a piece of special wire as sealed in.

The Picnic Flask.
This tube is mounted inside another

larger tube, and the space between the two
is evacuated in order to minimise the loss of
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heat from the inner tube, in the same way
as in a picnic flask. The inner tube contains
argon gas and also a little metallic mercury.
When the tube is switched on a current
flows through the argon between one end
electrode and a small starting wire located
near to it, the principle of the gas discharge
being here involved. This little wire
warms up and lAgins to give out electrons,
this being the second principle, of ther-
mionic discharge, which is used.

The electrons then shoot through the
tube, under the effect of the mains voltage
of some 200-260 volts, and collide with
odd atoms of mercury and knock the stuffing
out of them to such an extent that they
begin to be luminous. Presently the whole
tube begins to be lit up in the same way,
and the heat produced evaporates some
of the metallic mercury, giving more
mercury atoms available for collisions.

When working in the final " steady
state," the lamp emits an enormous amount
of light per unit of current, as compared
with other types of lamp. The light comes
from a fairly large area, about 6 in. by in.
diameter, and is, therefore, much less
" glaring " than are lamps, high -wattage
filament lamps, or even gas mantles, and
this is considered to make it ideal for street
lighting.

*
"COPPER DATA 99

THE title to this short item is the name
of a recent publication which I have
been perusing. It is rather a novel

little book, both in regard to its contents
and its appearance.

Its covers are of stiff cardboard with a
layer of burnished copper foil on the outside,
and the binding takes the form of a copper
spiral of wire which passes through a
number of holes along the back edge of the
leaves. In view of the important part played
by copper in the radio receiver, the contents
of this publication will prove of interest to
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS.

Full of Information.
The book is divided into three sections:

the Properties of Copper, the Treatment and
Working of Copper, and Commercial Grades
and Applications. Of special interest to
radio enthusiasts is the information on the
electrical properties of copper and on the
tinning and joining of copper.

Just one of the interesting facts given is
that cold -drawn copper wire may be
obtained in sizes up to 3 inch in diameter.

Any reader who is interested in this
publication may obtain a copy free of
charge by applying to the Copper Develop-
ment Association, Thames House, Millbank,
London, S.W.I.

A. S. C.

* THE RADIO MAGNIFICENT !
HYVOLTSTAR Uni I All Waves All Mains AC/DO
Receiver-is the perfect set for CRITICAL PEOPLE.
Its beautiful appearance and sound construction em-
bodying all the latest refinements, with many new
exclusive features, is enough to satisfy every need;but the quality of tone and the simple volumecontrol assures purchasers the finest entertainment.
In addition we offer you a Set "on approval" with-
out obligation, to teat and examine under your own
conditions. Take advantage of this unique offer by
sending to -day for full details of the HYVOLTSTAR
UNIVERSAL ALL WAVES ALL MAINS AC/DO
range of Receivers, Radiograms and Amplifiers. Allmodels can be supplied in Chassis form to enable
the use of existing speakers and cabinets.
UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE RADIO Ltd.(Dept. " D "), 28-29, Southampton Street,Strand, W.C.2. Tel.: TEMple Bar4985 98808. MAINS

11111.1111MINIMMIIIMEN

EWE RC! lAkifinlitr& .M1=11111111=1111111

For Peak Results. GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS.
Discriminating radio people are fully aware of the popularity of the VALVES
OF THE FUTURE. OSTAR-GANZ UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE VALVES-already famous and of proven results. The superior reliability, cheaper con-
sumption, and greater life brings improvement to any set. No Barretters.No Main Transformers. No Cut -Down Resistances.
BUILD THIS YEAR'S MODEL from the finest UNIVERSAL ALL WAVE KITS
and Amplifiers-" ()star Ganz." The superior quality and the low cost enablesyou toSAVE CASH. Ostar Ganz Universal 3 -valve " All Wave "Receiver KIT, 19-2,000 m., all wave changes on single switch,R7-10-0, complete with valves Ostar Ganz Three Pentode 4 -valve
All -Wave Receiver. Wave range 19.2,000 in., E9-9-0, complete with
valves. Blue Print and Technical advice given FREE. Write to us to -day for

details of OSTAR GANZ VALVES or KITS. to Dept. " D,'EUGEN FORRAT. 28.29, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Telephone: TEMple Bar 8608 and 4985.
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Minimum Charge 3/ -
Remittance must accompany order.

Advertisements for these columns are
accepted up to first post WEDNESDAY
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Advertisement Department, " Popular Wire-
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &c.

FERGUSON Universal Midget Receiver for AC/DC.,
100-250 volts. Moving -Coll Speaker. Wonderful
tone and outstanding selectivity. Limited number.
65/- Carriage Paid. Send for latest list, hundreds of
other bargains.
PEARL & PEARL, 190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW, PERFECT, and

SENT POST PAID.
FOX INDUSTRIAL 4 -Valve Amplifiers. A.C. Mains.
3/1..Watts Output with Two Tuning Coils. For Tele-
vision. Radio, Gramophone and Microphone Chassis.
Complete, less valves, 30/-. With four specified
Mullard Valves, £3/12/6. Specified Speaker' for
same, 15/...
SPEAKERS. Blue Spot 1935 series with Universal
Transformers to suit any circuit. 99 P.M., 21/6.
45 P.M., 20/-. 99 P.M. (Extension Model, less trans-
former), 21/-. Celestion Soundcx, tit. All in sealed
cartons.
LISSEN 2 -Valve Sets for D.C. Mains. Complete with
Speakers and Valves. Contained in attractive Bakelite
Cabinet, E.2/10/0 (List 58), in sealed cartons.
TELSEN 3 -Valve Battery Sets. Model S93. Complete
with three Mazda Valves, in handsome Bakelite
Cabinet. 30/. (List 75/-).
BURGOYNE CLASS B 3 -Valve Sets. Complete with
three Mullard Valves, Exide Batteries and Accumu-
lator. Magnat,ox Moving -coil Speaker. Con-
tained in magnificent modern Cabinet tinished in
chromium. 1935 series. 52/15/0 complete (List
56/00/0). In sealed cartons.
MIDGET SETS. " Lucille " 1935-36 series A.C.,
D.C. Universal Sets for 100-250 volts, medium and
long waves. 5 Valves, complete with Moving -coil
Speakers, in beautiful Walnut Cabinet, 53/19/6.
ELIMINATORS. Regentone $935 series A.C. mains,
200-250 volts. Type W5a. complete with Trickle
Charger, 39/6. WI a (less Trickle Charger, carries 30
milliamps.); 33/- WIc (less Trickle Charger), 30/-.
All in sealed cartons.
CONDENSERS. Lotus, 0.0005. Fully screened, with
trimmers, escutcheons, dials and knob, 3 -gang, 1/- ;
2 -gang, 7/3. Telsen Single Variable Condensers,
-0005 2/3. Plessy 4 -Gang Superhet, fully screened,
with trimmers, 7/3. lgranic, 1 mfd., 1/3 ; 2 mfd., 1/9.
COILS. Telsen. Triple -matched screened coils. Type
W288, 10/9 per set ; Twin Type, 287. 7/9 ; Twin -
Matched, Iron Cored, Type),W178, 12/6; Telsen
Intermediate -frequency Transformers. Type W482,
4/- ; lgranic Superhet Coils, set of four (1 Osc., 2 I.E.,
with pigtails, 1 I. F. plain), 9!- per set (List 50/-).
Varley Square Peak Coils, B.P.5, complete, 2/3.
AMERICAN VALVES. A full range of Valves for all
American sets, at 7/- per valve.
BARGAIN PARCELS. We are offering the following
parcels of Mixed Components at a fraction of their
value. The items comprise up-to-date Radio parts,
new and perfect, which are too varied to be adver-
tised individually.
5/- PARCEL contains modern Components valued
at 20/-, including Resistances, Condensers, Coils,
Wire, etc. Circuits of modern Receivers included
with each parcel.
10/. PARCELS, containing Components valued at
45/, including Volume Controls, Condensers, etc. ;

also circuits.
20/- PARCEL. This is known as " the small trader's "
parcel, and contains a wonderful selection of com-
ponents valued at 85/-. We have supplied this parcel
to hundreds of Traders for re -sale at a profit.
SOUTHERN RADIO. Branches at 46, Lisle Street,
London, W.C.1 ; 271-275, High Road,. Willesden
Green. N.W.10. All Mail Orders to 323, Euston
Road. London, N.W.t.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, London,
N.W. I (n ar Warren St. Tube) 'Phone : Museum 6324
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS -AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance, Second -Hand, &a.
(continued)

WOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING NEW LINES
W.R.C. SHORT-WAVE COILS : 4 -pin plug-in to
4 pin valve holder, 10-22, 20-45, and 42-90 metres,
set of three 7/6, singly 2/8.
W.R.C. Short-wave Chokes 10-100 metres, sod.
W.R.C. Short-wave Condensers, -Goof, .00015,
00016, .0002, -00025, -0003, all with slow motion,
2/-; two piece Ormond slow-motion dial to fit,
WESTINGHOUSE H.T.8 and 9: 5/6. Popular iron -
cored dual range coils, 2/6. L.F. Transformers, 5/1
and 3/1, 2/6d. Mike transformers ratio 100/1, 2/6.
Differentials .0001, -00015,-0003, 1/4. Tubular et,
.01 and -02, 6d. Erie resistances, all values, 6d. each.
RADIOPHONE piano type three -gang .0005 superhet
Condensers, with Top Trimmers, few only, 6/-.
W.R.C. ELIMINATORS. Guaranteed 12 months.
150-v. 30 m.a. Three positive H.T. Tappings.
Westinghouse Rectifiers. A.G. Model 21/. carr., 9d.
A.C. model with trickle charger 2-v., 4-v. or 6-v.
A amp., 32/6, carr. 1/ -
TRADE LIST ready. Send trade heading and stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, Holborn,

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES (Dept. P.A.), 20-22,
Iiigh Street, Clapham, S. W,4.
ALL BARGAINS previously advertised still available.
Send for latest illustrated list.

BOYES BARGAINS.
Special Clearance Offer of Last-minute Genuine Telsen

Components.
TELSEN, W216, Matched Screened Coil, 1/u. W68,
L./ F. Choke, 40 H., 1/6. W65, 3-1 or 5-1 Ace Trans-
former, 1/11. W72, Tapped Pentode Output Choke,
1/6. 40 h. Heavy Duty L.P. Choke, 1/6. W7I,
20 H. Output Choke, 1/6. W62, 1-I Output Trans-
formers, 1/6. Pentode Output Transformers, 90 H.,
1/6. W344. Class B Multi -Ratio Output Trans
1/6. W74, Binocular H.F. Choke, 1/6. W340, All -
Wave Scd. H.F. Choke, 2/3. W132, .0005 Air Dielec-
tric Var. Tuning Cond., 1/6. W71, 15 H. Output
Choke, 1/6. W63, Multi -Ratio Output Transf

'
1/6.

G.S.4, L. F. Transformer Super Model, 3/11. Send 6d.
extra for postage. Everything guaranteed brand
new in makers' boxes.
BATES RADIO, LTD., Mail Order Dept.; 2,Bradshaw
Street, Manchester.

OOR CATALOGUE SAVES POUNDS
BUT COSTS ONLY STAMPS

THE SQUARE DEALERS,
RADIOMART

IS, JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM.

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3 KIT
Large purchase of brand new Lissen Skyscraper 3
Kits in original sealed cartons complete with Lissen
Screen Grid, Pentode and Power Valves. List Price
77/6. Our Special Offer 45/- Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid. Douglas Keith, Ltd., 136, Mitcham Road,
Tooting, S.W.17. Telephone : Streatham 9448. Can
also be obtained from our branches at 40, King
William St., E.C.4 ; 58, Cowcross St., E.C.1 ; 276,
Pentonville Road, King's Cross, N.W.1; 46, Barking
Road, Canning Town, E.16.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List free. Three pentode
MC sets 65/, 'Burgoyne 3v. complete 42/-. Large
stock mains sets, including all -wave. Valves, elim-
inators, speakers, all components. Bailin, $,3b,
Preston Road, Brighton.

VAUXHALL. New Lists just issued, 3,000 bargains.
New goods. Limited number available free.
VAUXHALL UTILITIES. 163a, Strand, London,
W.C.2. Over Dennys the Booksellers, Temple Bar
9338.

ALL goods advertised in last week's issue still
available.
WARD, 16, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4..
Telephone : Holborn 9703.

WHEN replying to advertisers please be sure to
mention " Popular Wireless."
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NEW RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES, Etc.

RADIO CRYSTALS. The famous " NEUTRON "
Crystals, 1/. per tin ; the oldest and best. Obtainable
front : V. Zeitlin & Sons, Ltd., 144, Theobald's Road,
London, W.C.i ; Expert Radio Service, 266, High
Street, Stratford, E.15 ; Real Radio Service, 61,
Cannon Street, E.C.4 ; etc., etc.

OLYMPIC MAINS UNITS, type AC/250, output
150 v. 25 m/a, rive tappings, special smoothing, 22/b.
TYPE AC/256, with 2-6 v., la. charger combined,
30/-. Charger only, 1016.
UNITS made to own requirements. Humfree Radio
Co., 5, Sebastian Street, E.C.1.

MISCELLANEOUS
LOUDSPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/-. Blue Spot a
Speciality. Transformers and Headphones, 4/-.
Eliminators, Mains Transformers and Moving Coils
quoted for. 24 -Hour Services. Trade Discount.
Clerkenwell 9069.-E. Mason, 44, East Road,
London, N.t.

WANTED FOR CASH. Second-hand Wireless Parts,
Sets, etc. Exchanges. Bring or send.-University
Radio, Ltd 142, Drummond St., London, N.W.I.
Nr. Euston Station (L.M.S.). Phone : Museum 3810.

CONSTRUCTORS of Coils, Chokes and Transformers
will find our Lists of great assistance. Send immedi-
ately.-Lumen Electric Co., 9, Scarisbrick Avenue,
Litherland, Liverpool, 21.

G.P.O. ENGINEERING DEPT. (No experience
required.) Commencing over L4 per week. Age
t7-23. Excellent prospects. Free details of
Entrance Exam. front
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 568), 29. Oxford Street W.I.

AN EXTRA GOOD ALLOWANCE made on your old
set or parts in part exchange for anyotew receivzr for
cash or easy terms. We take your goods as deposit.
Peto-Scott kits and cimponents supplied for cash
only, or part exchange. Highest allowances;
prompt attention. --R. Wigfield, Wireless Agent,
Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.

SAMPLE OF 1,000 DUTCH BULBS containing 100
Crocus Yellow, 100 Crocus Blue, too Crocus White,
100 Crocus Striped, too Snowdrops, 100 Hyacinths
Muscari, 100 Iris, 100 Ranunculus, 100 Scilla, 500
Anemones for only 10/-. Half lot 7/- carriage and duty
paid (C.O.D. 6d. extra).-The First Hillegom Bulb

Hillegom, Holland.

1,000 DUTCH BULBS : 24 Double Tulips, 24 Darwin
Tulips, 24 Single Tulips, 24 Narcissus, 100 Crocus
(Yellow), too Crocus (Blue), 100 Crocus (White),
100 Crocus (Striped), 100 Anemones, 100 Ranunculus,
500 Hyac. Muscari, 100 Iris, 50 Scilla, 50 Iris Anglica,
and 4 Paperwhite Narcissus, for only 12/-; half lot
7/6. Carriage and duty paid (C.O.D. 6d. extra).
P. WALRAVEN, Stationsweg, Hillegom, Holland.

-ORDER FORM'
The Advertisement Manager,

POPULAR WIRELESS,
John Carpenter House,

London, E.C.4

Please insert our Any advertisement in

" Popular Wireless" for

insertions at a charge of s. d,

per insertion. Remittance herewith.

Signed

Address

Date
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PA-MU1461
TAKE a tour round the world with 111,appa-Mundi-you'll find

it a " capital " game in more senses than one.
First of all, there is the thrill of assembling a marvellous jig -saw

puzzle of the world ; that in itself is capital fun, amusing as well
as educative. ,

Then, when your map is put together, yOtt have to place the world's
leading capitals in their. correct positions:.

You'll be surprised .how Many mistakes you can make!
Mappa-Mundi is a puzzle and a game combined and affords enter-

tainment and instruction for every member of the family.
An evening spent with Mappa-Mundi is an evening well spent.
Take home this unique and fascinating game to -day.

An Education in Itself
On sale et all Stationers, Toy

Shops and Booksellers.

DJ
Qv,

ttzsit70

500 Square Inches
of Jig -saw Puzzle to
be made up into a
Map of the World.

Made 1.o. John Wadding,
LE4,..ifahjr$ of the

 WoriN Finest Playing
- Cards.
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